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LET'S TALK ABOUT SEX, BABY. SEE PAGE 10
Check out the Police Beat
—see page 3
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
Trustees approve rec center funding
By Kristin Saunders
News Editor
The University of Maine
System Board of Trustees
approved the $25 million stu-
dent sport and fitness center
project at their meeting
Monday at the University of
Maine Daring Marine Center in
Walpole.
Students find
glitches with
PeopleSoft
By Pattie Barry
For The Maine Campus
A tie w software program
used to pay university work-
ers is causing headaches for
students, faculty and staff, but
administrators say the prob-
lems are being resolved.
On July 6, the University
of Maine System implement-
ed a new $10 million comput-
er program, called
PeopleSoft, in order to better
manage human resources.
The program is in use at all
seven campuses in the state
and by 2005 all parts of the
program will be completely
integrated. Currently, only
the payroll section of
PeopleSoft is in use in the
UMaine System, but the
financial aid section should
be up by fall 2004 and the stu-
dent records section should be
in use by 2005.
The decision to make the
switch from the previous sys-
tem was made by the UMS as
a whole, not by just the Orono
campus. The technical team,
which maintains the program,
is located in Bangor and not
on the Orono campus.
As it is, the administrators
of PeopleSoft have their
hands full trying to coordi-
nate the financial section.
PeopleSoft affects all
employees of the university,
whether they are salaried,
classified or hourly. Roughly
8,000 people are managed by
PeopleSoft, and as the other
two parts of the program are
implemented, that number
$tie PEOPLE SOFT en pugs 4
UMS trustee and Student
Body President Matthew
Rodrigue said the facility
received strong support and
was approved unanimously by
the board of trustees. He said
he spoke on the behalf of the
students at the meeting.
The facility is expected to
be completed by the fall of
2006. He said construction will
begin as soon as next spring or
summer.
Rodrigue said current stu-
dents who will not be at
UMaine when the facility
opens, will not have to finance
the facility. He said a $90 user
fee per semester would be paid
by students when the facility
opens. Rodrique explained that
UMS has bonding capacity and
the facility would be paid for
when it is completed.
Rodrigue said that at final
site for the sports and fitness
center has not been deter-
mined. He said three sites still
remain and does not believe a
final site will be settled by a
UMS trustees vote. He believes
the final decision would be
made by UMaine President
Peter Hoff and UMS
Chancellor Joseph Westphal
when the time comes. The
three sites include adjacent to
the Lengyel Gym Field, the
Stewart Parking lot and the
Belgrade Parking lot across the
road from Maine Bound.
Rodrigue said parking
See REC CENTER on page 5
CAMPUS PHOTO • ISAAC BRETON
FRONT FLIP — University of Maine cheerleader Sara Patterson practices an aerial front flip with two fellow cheerlead-
ers, Liz Kenney, left, and Tasha Roberts, on the Alfond track without their usual padded floor mats.
Cheerleaders turn to fans for support
By Angela Fiandaca the team's budget was cut by with other sports teams on cam-
Staff Writer $1,982 for the fiscal year 2003- pus.
04, down from last year's budg- Jason Poisson, a third-year
In the eyes of many et of $11,982. student and member of the
University of Maine cheerlead- Members of the cheering cheering team, said the budget
ers, fairness is not widespread team have said that they are not is next to nothing considering
throughout the Athletic ungrateful for what they that most of it pays for the
Department. receive from the university, team's coach's salary. Randall
Assistant Athletic Director They do, however, see it as said cheering coach Melinda
for Business Sue Randall said unfair treatment in comparison Kenny's salary is $8,000 for the
2003-04 year.
"We are very appreciative of
any effort that is made to sup-
port our team," fourth-year stu-
dent and a tri-captain of the
cheering team Elizabeth
Kenney said. "We just know
there are a few more steps that
Sao CHEER a psis 7
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• The Counseling Center is making
Drummond Chapel available 7-8 a.m.
Monday through Friday for silent medita-
tion. Practitioners of meditation are invit-
ed to join. There will be no instruction
available for participants. Drummond
Chapel is located on the third floor of
Memorial Union.
• A relaxation and mindfulness medita-
tion workshop will provide instructions
for meditation 4-5 p.m. on Wednesdays in
Drummond Chapel.
For information, contact the Counseling
Center's Prevention and Education
Program at 581-1392 or
wwvv.maine.edu/counseling.
• The Counseling Center is offering the
following online screening programs for
all UMaine students, faculty and staff:
anxiety / post-traumatic stress, depres-
sion / manic depression, eating disorders
and alcohol abuse. Visit
www.umaine.edu/colmseling/ to take any
of these screenings. They are anonymous
and completely confidential.
• The panel disscussion "Veterans for
Peace and the Gulf Wars" will take place
Thursday, Sept. 25 from 12:30 p.m. to 1:45
p.m. in the Bangor Room in Memorial
Union.
The panel includes Vietnam veteran Al
Larson, Gulf War veteran Kim Hawkins
and Korean War veteran Mel Burke. The
disscussion is part of the Socialist and
Marxist Studies Luncheoon Series.
• In keeping with the Banned Books Week
theme "Can the Ban on Books," the
UMaine bookstore is holding a canned
food drive through Sept. 29. Food
dropped off at the Bookstore will be
donated to Manna Ministries in Bangor.
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• The Student Environmental Action
Coalition meets at 6 p.m. every
Wednesday in the Senior Skulls room on
the third floor of Memorial Union.
• Comedian Troy Thirdgill will perform 9-
ii Friday, Sept. 26 at the
Marketplace Dining Room in Memorial
Union.
• The Wes Jordan Fun Run will begin at
9 a.m. Saturday, Sept. 27 in Lengyel
Gym. The 5K run will begin at 9 a.m.
and the one-mile run at 9:45 a.m. An
awards ceremony and raffle will follow
the event. Proceeds will benefit the
Wes Jordan Education Complex. The
event is organized by the Athletic
Training Student Organization. For
information, call Meneah Haworth at
866-5704-
• Karaoke night will be held 9-11 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 27 in the Stillwater Canal
Co. Pub in Memorial Union.
• A cribbage tournament will be held 8-11
p.m. Monday, Sept. 29 in the COE Room
of Memorial Union. Prizes will be award-
ed.
• Amy Blackstone will present a lecture
tided "We're Not Feminsts: We're Just
Fair!: The Social Construction of Gender
and Politics Among Breast Cancer and
Anti-Rape Activists" 12:15-1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 30 in the Bangor Room of
Memorial Union. The lecture is part of
the Women in the Curriculum and
Women's Studies Program Fall Lunch
Series.
• "The Whatnot" will perform 8-11 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 30 in the Stillwater Canal
Co. Pub in Memorial Union.
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• Sandy Ives will present a lecture tided
"The Poacher Reconsidered or How I
Found a Man Named George Magoon
While I was Busy Looking for Something
Else: Serendipity Strikes Again" at 12
noon Wednesday, Oct. i at the Page Farm
and Home Museum. Attendees should
bring their own lunch or reserve lunch at
a cost of $4.50 by Sept. 29 by calling 581-
4100.
• Tess Gerritsen will offer a reading and
book-signing for her latest mystery, "The
Sinner," at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 1 in
Minsky Recital Hall. For information, call
the University Bookstore at 581-1700.
• The International Student Association
will host a party Friday, Oct. 3 at the
Oronoka restaurant in Orono. Tickets are
$5 and $6 at the door. Free van trans-
portation to and from campus will be pro-
vided. Contact ISA officers to buy tickets
or for information.
• BM Richardson, governor of New
Mexico and former U.S. secretary of ener-
gy and former U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations, will speak at 1 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 7 at the Maine Center for
the Arts. Tided "The United Nations, Iraq
and the United States: Meeting the
Challenge, Sharing the Budren," the
speech is part of the UMaine Governor's
Distinguished Lecture Series.
Submissions for the UMaine Community
Calendar are free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Kristin Saunders, or
dropped off in The Maine Campus office
located in the basement of the Memorial
Union. Please include all the important
information about your event. Deadlines
for submissions is 9 a.m. Sunday, for
Monday publication and 9 a.m.
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Police
By Ernest J. Scheyder
For The Maine Campus
Sept. 21, 4:15 a.m., Steam
Plant lot — While responding
to a door alarm at Hancock
Hall, an officer heard what
sounded like voices coming
from the Steam Plant lot. The
officer discovered a group of
five individuals, and when he
approached them he noticed
one trying to hide something.
When the officer asked the
individual what the item was,
the person showed him a multi-
colored glass pipe on which
the officer saw marijuana
residue. The officer then asked
all five for identification and
discovered that the man with
the pipe had a warrant out for
his arrest for failure to appear
in court on criminal trespass-
ing charges.
As a result, Derek Bell, 20,
of Orono, was arrested on the
warrant, referred to Judicial
Affairs for possession of drug
paraphernalia, and taken to
Penobscot County Jail in
Bangor.
Sept. 19, 12:51 a.m.,
Ornamental Gardens — An
officer in the DTAV driveway
saw a male with a backpack
enter the Ornamental Gardens.
When the officer approached
UMaine
Public Safety
the gardens, the individual
began to leave. The officer
asked the man what he was
doing in the gardens and the
man replied that he was "tak-
ing a piss." The officer noticed
that the individual was intoxi-
cated and the man then admit-
ted to drinking that night.
The man was referred to
Judicial Affairs for possession
of alcohol by consumption.
Sept. 20, 12:38 a.m.,
President's House — An offi-
cer driving by the President's
House noticed two females
walking close to the exterior of
the house. The officer then wit-
nessed one female drop to the
ground. Both were clearly
staggering and under the influ-
ence of alcohol. The officer
approached the two females
and asked a series of questions
to determine where the drink-
ing had taken place.. It was
determined that they had
obtained alcohol at the Phi Eta
Kappa house.
As a result, the two females
were referred to their respec-
tive Judicial Affairs offices, as
one student is enrolled at a dif-
ferent institution and the other
is a student at UMaine. Phi Eta
Kappa was also referred to
Judicial Affairs for furnishing
a place for minors to consume
alcohol.
DITCH THt Cala
GRaB a Bo aRD
Help reduce pollUtital by using alternate modes of transmration
when travelling to and from school.. Skateboarding. bittiag, car-
pooling and taking the 'buts will lessen 'harmful emissions mmo our
air. Do your pan. Saw the planet.
Eating Healthy
CAMPlp;P ) • LAURA GIORGIO
MARK ET - Suakeroot Organic Farm and other local farmers parade their home-
grown goods every Tuesday and Saturday in the Steam Plant lot.
Former UMaine student to
serve 90 days in assault case
By Jackie Farwell
Assistant News Editor
A former University ,of Maine
student who entered a student's
dorm room and fondled her pleaded
guilty earlier this month to felony
charges of unlawful sexual contact
and aggravated criminal trespass.
Han-Chung "Anthony" Huang,
20, a resident of Taiwan, pleaded
guilty to the Class C charges Friday,
Sept. 12, in Penobscot Superior
Court in Bangor. The charges stem
from an incident last March when
he entered the dorm room of a
sleeping female student in
Penobscot Hall , lay on top of her,
fondled her and took a picture of
her with a digital camera before
fleeing the room.
Huang, formerly a first-year
international student, was sen-
tenced to 31/2 years in prison, with
all but 90 days suspended, for the
unlawful sexual conduct charge,
along with four years of probation
according to court records. He
received an additional 90 days in
jail to he served concurrently for the
aggravated criminal trespass
charge. Huang must also register as
a sex offender.
Burglary and assault charges
against Huang were dismissed.
Huang was arrested by Public
Safety hours after the March I inci-
dent at Penobscot Hall, where
Huang also lived. A female resident
alone in her room was awoken at 3
a.m. by a male intruder who was
lying on top of her. When she yelled
at him, the intruder jumped up and
took a photograph of her with a dig-
ital camera before leaving the
room.
The female resident, who was
not physcially injured, reported the
incident to Public Safety at 2 p.m.
that afternoon. Detective Sgt.
Christopher Gardner and Officer
Mark Coffey arrested Huang by 9
p.m., following a search of his
MOM.
WATTS THE USE?
How Much Electricity Do You
Use in Your Dorm Room?
. e9lroir.••••'
The difference between your dorm winning the Residence
Hall Electricity Challenge and not winning it could be how
many hours a day your appliances are in use. What are your
most common energy users?
Appliance Watts/Hour
400
150
150
133
120
113
50
25
Stereo
PC Monitor - Awake
Dorm Refrigerator
36" Color TV
PC CPU -Awake
27" Color TV
PC Laptop
DVD Player
Take control and win the
Electricity Challenge:
1. Reduce your use of these
appliances by turning
them off when not is use.
2. Put your PC and monitor
to sleep when not in use.
3. Share your refrigerator
instead of using two.
FMI, please contact the UMaine Sustainability Office at 581-3300 Ext. 3.
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PeopleSoft causes frustrations for employees
From PEOPLESOFT on page 1
will grow.
Changing over from using
timo cards to using the
PeopleSoft program has been
quite a hassle for some
UMaine hourly employees.
Instead of punching in when
they arrive at work, the
employees enter the hours they
have worked into PeopleSoft.
Some offices still use time
.cards and the managers enter
in their employees' hours, but
in many cases the employees
will have to do this on their
own.
"It removes the step of
entering [the hours an employ-
ee works] on paper before it is
entered on the computer," said
Kevin Foss, a time and labor
administrator.
-With time cards, the boss
could screw around with your
hours," said Matthew
Desmond, an Information
Technologies tech consultant
and sophomore history major.
"He could cut a little here and
a little there, because he is the
one that is tallying up the time
card. With PeopleSoft, he only
approves what you enter."
Some students using the
program do not agree that it is
beneficial.
"Maybe it makes things
easy for administrators . . . but
for me it was a pain in the ass.
No one actually [punches in]
when they do work . . . every
time I used PeopleSoft, some-
thing went wrong," said Brian
Milavosky, a first-year forestry
major who worked as a bug
counter for the UMaine coop-
erative extension this summer.
Scott Stuart, a student com-
puter technician, said, "I had a
huge problem over the summer
[with PeopleSoft]. Right now,
I'm just getting paid for hours I
worked over the summer. I was
happier with the time cards."
Since the program has been
implemented, however, there
have been instances where
people have not been able to
log on to their accounts or the
system has been unavailable.
"There has been a lot of
adjustment to the new system
and learning how to use it,"
Foss said. "This is a new
process in payroll, and it's
more involved. The first time
[the program was implement-
ed] we had a rush. Mostly,
there have been issues with
employees not being able to
get into their accounts and not
knowing what to do."
As for the system being
down, he said, "Occasional
maintenance must be done for
upgrades and such. There
have been no problems caused
specifically by PeopleSoft."
When students first try to
log in to the system, they often
have trouble setting up an
account. In order to log on to
PeopleSoft, the employee
needs a UMS, or UNET.
account. All incoming stu-
dents since the fall of 2002
have activated their UNET
accounts when they activate
their FirstClass account, but
some do not realize that they
have a UNET account. To
activate a UNET account or to
ascertain whether an account
exists, visit the IT Help Center
in Shibles Hall.
Even after setting up a
UNET account, an employee's
information may not be
entered into the PeopleSoft
program.
"There's a lot of employees
[to be entered in] and there is a
limited number of people
available to enter in their
information. At fall semester,
there is a huge influx of stu-
dent employees . . . Now they
have to enter the information
into PeopleSoft," said Robin
Shaler, the UMaine IT Help
Center coordinator.
"I got this thing with my
paycheck about PeopleSoft
and two phone numbers
attached. In order to get my
account, I had to call IT, who
sent me to UNET, who sent me
CAMPUS PHOTO • CHRIS SHINAY
COMPUTER HEADACHE — Bryan Adams, a sales representative at The Computer
Connection attempts to log onto PeopleSoft, a new computer program that UMaine now
uses to handle its payroll system. Due to the complications with this program, many
campus employees are frustrated.
to payroll. No one had any
idea what was going on," said
Tom Jones, a first-year com-
puter technician for the math
department.
"A lot of staff people within
the IT department and human
resources have been working
really hard to try and help peo-
ple through this process,"
Shaler said.
The cost of the program is
also a concern for many students.
"They can pay $10 million
for a computer program, but
they can't afford to order as
many library journals as last
year," said Amber Rice, a first-
year working in the library.
Allan Boggs, the director of
human resources for UMaine,
said, "I came from the
University of Pittsburg, where
they were implementing
Oracle to do payroll and paid
$18 million. Even though Pitt
is bigger, it is a similarly com-
plex organization. Even other
universities the same size as
UMaine are spending more
money on these programs."
The program will serve its
purpose once the initial bugs
are worked out, Boggs said.
"PeopleSoft is a tried and
tested product in a lot of uni-
versities as well as public and
private employers. Any time
we implement a complex sys-
tem, there will be implementa-
tion and technical problems,"
he said. "You have a single
component of a system in
place and more to come. You
can see then the benefits of a
financial/payroll/human
resources system emerge in
ways not visible now."
University of Maine reacts to campus violence
By Mary Payson
For The Maine Campus
The state of Maine and col-
lege campuses everywhere have
suffered a shock. The
University of Maine was forced
to deal with an attempted abduc-
tion just before classes resumed,
and, most recently, Colby
College in Waterville was dev-
astated to learn one of its stu-
dents was killed not far from
campus. Because of these
tragedies, UMaine Public Safety
wants to inform students that
many measures have been put
into effect to ensure their safety.
The body of Dawn
Ilossignol, 21, a senior biology
major at Colby, was discovered
Wednesday one mile from cam-
pus. Edward J. Hackett, 47, has
been arrested in connection to
the incident and is expected to
be charged with murder within
the next few days.
Public Safety has taken
action in light of the recent
attacks.
"It is not in the campus's
best interest to keep details of
the [Aug. 10] attack a secret,"
said Public Safety Director
Noel March. "This is why, fol-
lowing the assault, all local
papers, radio stations an tele-
vision networks were given
details of the attempted abduc-
tion and a sketch of the sus-
pect."
All summer campus resi-
dents, such as athletes, student
workers and staff, were
informed of the Public Safety
alert for their own protection,
and to enable them to be eyes
and ears for the campus. March
said.
"Awareness and alertness
help enhance the campus's abil-
ity to stay safe," March said.
"Lots of attentive people equals
great prevention."
Following the Aug. 10
assault, campus police began
working with state and local
police to search for the suspect.
They also informed surround-
ing towns, such as Orono and
Old Toy:La the incident, post-
ing more than 100 flyers with a
sketch of the suspect.
March said campus police
"have shared all information
about the attempted abduction
and assault [with Waterville
authorities] so that they can
compare it to the happenings
with Colby College."
Although Public Safety has
taken measures to ensure the
safety of the student body, there
are still precautions students
can take to keep safe.
March said the best way to
prevent being victimized is to
be informed and aware.
"University of Maine is a very
safe place to live, work and
learn, but in this day and age
it's best to recognize that even
Maine can experience serious
crimes," March said.
Students should also walk in
pairs and be constantly aware
of their surroundings, March
said. It is important that stu-
dents feel comfortable report-
ing any suspicious person or
activity they see, no matter how
trivial it may seem, he said.
"A college is a target-rich
environment for criminals:
drug dealers looking for new
people to sell to or thieves who
wish to break into cars. The
good guys have the bad guys
outnumbered thousands of
times to one. So if we are
organized and educated, our
chances of staying safe are
excellent."
March said he wants to
remind students that at the
beginning of each semester,
residence halls provide
"Personal Safety Education."
These short discussions provide
safety tips to reduce the risk of
harm, injury and trouble during
the school year, he said.
Deborah Mitchell, Amy
Nickerson and Mark Coffey,
who are all members of Public
Safety, also offer Rape
Aggression Defense courses
throughout the year. The offi-
cers are all available for contact
on FirstClass.
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New rec facility to open fall 2006
COURTESY PHOTO • FEASIBILITY STUDY RESULTS
AGED FACILITIES — Photos of the current recreation facilities used by University of
Maine students from the student sport and fitness center feasibility study report. The
UMS Board of Trustees approved funding for a $25 million new recreational center.
From REC CENTER on page 1
spaces lost is a concern. He
said in the plans any parking
spaces that were displaced
because of the project would
be displaced to another loca-
tion.
The Sports and Fitness
Center is outlined to have a
three court gym and storage,
jogging track, 12,500 square
focit fitness center, two multi-
purpose rooms, two racquet-
ball courts, a leisure/ lap pool
and whirlpool sauna in the
activity area of the center.
Also included is an aquatic
office space, juice bar, locker
rooms, equipment checkout,
laundry room and storage. The
facility will also have admin-
istrative offices, a lobby and
admission/ control. The out-
line from the presentation said
the building would be 85,000
square feet and would have a
capacity of 19 percent of the
campus population per day.
A feasibility study was con-
ducted in the fall of 2002 by
Brailsford and Dunlavey, a
consulting firm from
Washington D.C. Rodrigue
said the survey results repre-
sented the student demograph-
ic well, with 2,917 students
responding. He said it had a
low margin of error of only
1.82.
The results showed that 46
percent of students voted if
they could choose only one
facility, the highest equipped
facility with a fee of $100 per
semester, received the most
votes. Students voted 27 per-
cent if they could only choose
one, that was a reduced new
facility that would cost $75 per
semester. Fourteen percent
chose a small facility expan-
sion for $50 per semester, and
it+ 0 +VI
= SAFF SFX
'4\1 1LP Tr4A5IA5
r US Cell ulat
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or 1000 mobile-
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To:I Free USA'
827-6969
University Mall
Near Spotlight Cinemas
Mon.-Sat., 10am-8pm
13 percent choose none of the
above.
When ranking the three pos-
sible facilities 60 percent
choose the $100 per semester
option and 67 percent choose
the $75 per semester option.
Rodrique said the $90 per
semester plan will be in line to
be a compromise of both those
plans that received the majori-
ty of support.
The feasibility results
reports that additional revenue
and operating costs would be
raised beyond full-time stu-
dents. Students taking six or
more credits would pay the
$90 semester and students tak-
ing up to five credits would
pay $50 per semester. Summer
students could pay a voluntary
$30 per month and faculty,
staff can pay $30 per month to
use the sports and fitness cen-
ter.
WORD
of mouth
Out of Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Gary Coleman and Larry Flint, who
would you vote for in the
California recall election?
"I'd probably go with Arnold
Schwarzenegger just for
sheer comedic value."
Kyle DeMilner
Third-year, math
"I'm going to say Gary
Coleman because I want to
see them put a booster seat
in the governor's chair in
California."
Robbie Robinson
First-year, computer science
"Probably Gary Coleman
becuse there would be more
jokes."
Nicole Morin
Third-year, child development
"Arnold Schwarzenegger. I
don't know why, but I don't
think the other two would be
any better."
Erica Stoloff
First-year, marine biology
"Arnold, because his wife is a
Kennedy and I'd like to see
him and he'll be influenced
by his wife and her demo-
cratic views."
Aaron Pavao
First-year, mechanical engineering
*
101   Ar-
Sitiady Abroad
Information Meetings
•Septersiber 2003
Does not Include Monday September 1
Mondays at 2:30pm
And
Fridays at 1:30pm
in Winslow 201
Sponsored by:
Office of International Programs
100 Winslow Hall
Hours: Mon-Fri Sam-4:30pirs
Visit us on-line:
www.ume.maine.edur'international
or call 207-581-2905
niss"-
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STUDENT SENATE NOTES
Students for Dean
register new voters
By Heather Cox
For The Maine Campus
While most University of
Maine students were cracking open
textbooks, hanging out with
friends, or sitting down to dinner
last night, the members of the
General Student Senate were mak-
ing decisions regarding events and
organizations affiliated with the
University.
To start off the third meeting of
the year for GSS, Abraham Viles,
coordinator of UMaine Students for
Dean, spoke on behalf of the organ-
ization as the Senate voted to
approve the group's preliminary
bylaws.
UMaine Students for Dean is a
group trying to get Howard Dean.
former governor of Vermont, elect-
ed to the presidential office. Besides
voicing their support for Dean, the
group will also increase student par-
ticipation in democracy, Viles said.
The group has already sponsored a
voter registration event.
Vice President for Student
Entertainment Kathleen Trinward
highlighted several upcoming
events at UMaine, including a
Maroon 5 concert and a visit to
campus by Maine Gov. John
Baldacci.
Several unfinished business res-
olutions proposed to the Senate
were resolved at Tuesday's meeting.
A resolution for the GSS to stop
advertising with The Maine
CAMPUS PHOTO • LAURA GIORGIO
MEETING TIME — Justin Brown, a Liberal Arts and Sciences Senator, addresses the
General Student Senate on Tuesday.
Campus failed in committee.
"There was a concern about the
upcoming elections," Sen. Justin
Brown told the group, adding that
advertising in the student-run news-
paper is necessary to get the word
out to students.
Another unfinished resolution to
COURTESY PHOTO • NEW STUDENT PROGRAMS
TEAM MAINE 2003 — Student Orientation Leaders gather around for a group portrait.
The team is raising funds for a group of eight to attend an orientation conference.
wpm THE UNIVERSITY OFMAINE
i woe, of tit Ulmer*. eir this rirsiso
Plan to teach.
And start your rewards early..
$2500 and $3500 scholarships for education majors.
TWO PROGRAMS
• National Science Foundation (NSF) Teaching Scholars Program
* Robert Noyce Scholarships
Scholarships available to undergraduate and graduate students. Apply now.
THE MAINE MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE TEACHING EXCELLENCE COLLABORATIVE
• strengthening the quality of K - 16 learning environments.
• offering scholarships and career development opportunities for U Maine education, science,
technology, engineering and mathematics undergraduate and graduate students.
• recruiting and supporting math and science educators.
Costad a member of the University of Maine MMSTEC Local Leadership Team
John Donovan, Robert Franzosa, Arnie Gellen, MaryAnn
McGarry, or Herman Weller, or visit our web sites. www. EducateMe. info
hitp: Immstec.umema t. maine.edul newl index.htm
Eight University of Maine
student orientation leaders will
have to raise $3,700 to travel
to Seattle to attend the
National Orientation
Director's Association
Conference Oct. 24 through
28.
How will they raise these
funds? Maybe over-priced
chocolate or stinky candles?
Nope.
The SOLs will sell raffle
tickets, with prizes of $5 gift
certificates to Pat's Pizza, two
dinner entrees at Margarita's, a
$20 gift certificate to
Chocolate Grille, and two gift
packs worth $70 each from the
University Bookstore.
Tickets will cost $1 for one,
$5 for 6, and $10 for an arm's
length. Where to get them?
allocate $1,250 to Student
Government, Inc. was voted on and
approved. The money will be used
to partially pay for guest speaker
Doug Cureton at the Student
Leadership Conference this
Saturday.
A new resolution that was
approved allocated $3,850 to the
university's Roller Hockey Club.
The club, whose entire roster is
returning to play a second season,
will use the money to cover travel-
ing expenses for tournaments held
outside of the state and to pay for
fall and spring league fees.
Team Maine to raise
funds for Seattle trip
By Elizabeth Deprey See the people planning to
For The Maine Campus attend the Seattle conference:
Ken i Lyle, Katelin Urgese,
Isaac White, Teal Rancourt,
Ian Carlson, Jennilee Holmes,
Silvero "Ace" Barrera and
Kirstin Hayward.
This past summer, more
than 75 percent of the incom-
ing freshmen class joined the
SOL program. The group is
currently in the country's top
10 for orientation programs,
and Kirstin Hayward said she
hopes attending the conference
will help UMaine become
number one.
"By going to this confer-
ence, we hope to learn more
about how we can improve our
program, and share our experi-
ences with other schools. It's a
win-win situation, really," she
said.
See SOL on me 7
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Cheerleaders flip over budget
From CHEER on page 1
could and should be taken to get up to
speed with other teams that are given
support here at Maine."
UMaine's Associate Manager of
Athletic Media Relations Peter Lefresne
attributed the team's budget differences
to the fact that cheering is not recog-
nized within the 19 National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) teams on
campus. This is not a decision made by
the university, but determining which
teams are allocated money and the
amount allocated is, Lefresne said.
"There just aren't the resources to
fund what we want to fund right now,"
Lefresne said. "This department is doing
as much for the cheerleading team as it
can right now."
Lefresne said more financial assis-
tance is awarded to the 19 NCAA teams
on campus.
"Those are always going to be our
primary focus," Lefresne said.
He said most of those teams are not
fully funded right now, either.
"We just don't have that kind of rev-
enue stream yet," Lefresne said. "I don't
know if we ever will, to be honest."
Last year the team requested money
to purchase three tumbling mats to prac-
tice on. Most area high schools are
equipped with the mats and Lefresne
said he was shocked that his university
team was not provided with them.
Randall said last year Kenny submit-
ted a budget proposal requesting
$14,924 for the 2003-04 year and had
included the mats in this proposal. When
denied the nearly $5,000 extra, Kenny
was asked to decrease her list and only
request what she felt was most impor-
tant. Kenny chose not to include the
mats on this year's budget. She was
unavailable for comment.
Practicing on concrete floors and
throwing girls about 30 feet into the air
is not something that should be over-
looked, Kenney said.
"Cheerleading is one of the most dan-
gerous sports out there," she said.
"The risk is huge," Poisson said.
"People get hurt all the time."
Despite the jeopardy that not using
mats puts team members in, the dilem-
ma remains one of subsidization,
according to Lefresne.
Although Athletics Department offi-
cials were generally unwilling to com-
ment on the issue, President Peter Hoff
encouraged the cheering team's mem-
bers to seek other financial assistance.
Hoff met up with the team at
Saturday's football game as members
were talking to Amos Orcutt, director of
the University of Maine Foundation.
Hoff said Orcutt encouraged the team to
send him a letter requesting funding and
Hoff "seconded the suggestion."
Funds from the UMF could only be
requested with the support of the univer-
sity president, Hoff said.
"I indicated to the cheerleaders that I
would support a small request to the
foundation for the purpose of attending
a national competition," he said. "Even
with my endorsement, that funding is
not automatic."
The university always encourages
sports teams and other campus organiza-
tions to seek outside funding, Hoff said.
"It is essential to maintaining the
extra edge of excellence that character-
izes the university," he said. "We can't
afford to be as good as we are without a
lot of private support."
Poisson said members spend much of
their time fund raising throughout the
year to raise money to attend national
competitions. They spend the rest of
their time using their own money for
various equipment and programs to
strengthen the team.
This past fall, the women on the team
spent about $125 each on uniforms and
the men spent about $65 each, Poisson
said. Normally, uniforms would be paid
for through the team's budget.
He said the team also pays $65 per
person for gymnastics time off-campus
to practicing tumbling on mats.
Tumbling is just one aspect the team is
judged on at the national competition.
"It gets expensive when it's all com-
ing out of your own pocket," Kenney
said.
Poisson said this summer the team
arrived on campus one week early for
preseason practice. Other teams were
provided meals in the dining commons,
but cheerleaders were only permitted 10
people per lunch and 14 people per din-
ner. Twenty of the cheerleaders live on-
campus and 10 live off-Campus.
Poisson said he felt this was unfair
because he assumed most other teams
had at least two meals a day for every
member. Because these meals must
come out of the team's budget, there just
was not enough to go around, he said.
Lefresne said he had no comment on the
matter.
Poisson said the team raised $23,000
last year for the national competition.
"We work really hard to accomplish
our goal just as much as any other sports
team works to accomplish its goal,"
Poisson said. "But we also support our-
selves financially through the whole
thing. We have to fund-raise. There's no
getting around it."
Kenney said the team only attends
one competition each year because that
is all they can afford.
A tri-captain and third-year student,
Erica Perry said the team has the oppor-
tunity to attend up to four competitions
each year but cannot because of a lack
of money.
Aside from a small budget, cheer-
leaders are discontent with the way they
are viewed on campus, Kenney said.
"We put in the time, effort, blood,
sweat and tears just like all of the other
teams here," Kenney said. "But we
don't get the recognition we think we
deserve."
"The sport itself takes just as much
athletic training, muscle control and
CAMPUS PHOTO • ISAAC BRETON
FLYING HIGH — University of Maine cheerleader Heather Woodcock flies
high above her teammates as they practice on the Alfond track.
team work as any other sport out there,"
Perry said.
Perry said she doesn't think the uni-
versity considers cheering a sport,
which could be one reason for the lack
of funding. This isn't fair because
cheerleaders are required to maintain a
certain grade point average, be full-time
students and attend any event the uni-
versity asks of the team, she said.
A couple weeks ago, the team was
required to attend a football game in
Portland. but the university did not pro-
vide transportation, she said.
"We just want respect for what we do
and a little help from the university to
do it," Kenney said.
Lefresne denied that the university
looks at the cheering team differently, as
it is considered a club team but also a
varsity sport.
"They are certainly athletes," he said.
"Anyone who sees their ability would
say they're athletes."
Team Maine gears up for fund-raising
From SOL Oft pap 6
Not able to spare the
money for raffle tickets?
SOLs will distribute coupons
around campus for local
restaurants like Governor's
and Pizzeria Uno, where 10
to 20 percent of the bill will
go towards the trip. The
coupons will run in The
Maine Campus next week.
Already, $1,000 has been
contributed by various indi-
viduals. The Student
Orientation Leaders program
is not an official club, so they
cannot petition Student
Government for money. The
fund- raising will continue
through Oct. 22, when the
raffle will be drawn.
The cheering team is an integral part
of the Athletics Department, he said.
"They represent this school just as
much as other student athletes,"
Lefresne said. "They're important to
this department."
The cheering team expressed grati-
tude toward the university for its finan-
cial support, but members said they
hope for more to further promote the
spirit of the university.
"We have a very capable squad,"
Poisson said. "We represent the entire
state, not just this university, as we are
the only Maine team at competitions."
Placing ninth out of 25 teams last
year, the cheerleaders anticipate another
winning spot at this year's competition.
With more assistance, they hope to
prove what they're made of.
"We love it here, we honestly do,"
Poisson said. "But it's really hard to be
proud of something that's letting you
down."
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Safer lots for
UM students
Given last week's abduction and
murder of Colby College senior
Dawn Rossignol at a satellite parking
lot on campus and the recent attempt-
ed abduction in the Beta/Sigma Nu
parking lot at the University of
Maine, parking concerns are no
longer a matter of inconvenience, but
a ctucial safety issue.
With the man responsible for the
UMaine attempted abduction still at
large, students and faculty are justi-
fied in feeling apprehension during
the walk between campus and their
parked cars, even during the day.
According to Public Safety
Director Noel March , UMaine is get-
ting more lighting for satellite lots
and installing new emergency
phones across campus. The universi-
ty should continue to prioritize
improvements to parking for the safe-
ty of UMaine sti dents and faculty.
PeopleSoft,
bumpy start
The University of Maine
System has recently implemented a
$10 million computer program,
PeopleSoft, to help administer pay-
roll for students and professors
throughout the state's universities.
This program is a large step for-
ward for creating a more account-
able upper management that could
easily have cut several minutes
from student-employee time cards.
But, it has not been smooth sail-
ing from the beginning for UMaine.
Information Technologies has
played a critical role in trying to
iron out some of the program's
bugs, but the university is doing lit-
tle to help the process. Programs
like PeopleSoft create a greater
sense of efficiency and productivity
for everyone — in the long run.
Right now, the initial setbacks
of implementing PeopleSoft dras-
tically outweigh the problems stu-
dents, most of all, are experienc-
ing. Getting bounced around from
IT to the technical support for
both PeopleSoft and UNET is not
a step forward in efficiency. A
system for dealing with the pro-
gram's bugs could have made the
switch a little smoother than what
UMaine employees statewide are
experiencing.
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Cycle of prejudice
Where bisexuals fit into the mix
The history of the United
States is unbelievably diverse and
colorful, barely allowing for many
consistencies to exist. Luckily for
people such as myself who hate
change, there are a few things that
have remained constant through-
out the years: prejudice, hatred,
bias and just general bigotry.
This nation was founded by
men — not women, because they
weren't good enough — who
came in and out-muscled the
Native Americans, forcing them to
give up their land. They attempted
to turn the Natives into slaves due
to their lack of superiority. But
that didn't work, so they just
pushed Native Americans out.
Following this, our nation was
able to grow as a strong agricul-
STYLE EDITOR
tural power through the use of
"less-than-human" practice of
using African Americans as
slaves. Through the years, these
minority groups began fighting
back, several prejudices were lost
and understanding was found. The
common man, however, always
seems to find someone to hate.
In recent years, the two easiest
targets have been Hispanics and
homosexuals due to the apparent
weakness these groups seem to
have. Even these two prejudices
have slowly begun to fade, but
there is a new breed to hate, a new
person to bias yourself against.
Strangely enough, the group that
has fought so much for equality
among human beings leads the
charge in most of this, possibly
accidental, prejudice.
The term bisexual is thought
of by many gay people as a
"stepping stone" that they them-
selves may have used before
coming out completely. It's like
claiming that if people are bi,
this allows for them to be more
accepted since they still do have
that "normal" attraction to the
opposite sex. The one bad thing
about this is that there are peo-
See PREJUDICE page 9
Letters to the Editor
*Slim pickins' at UMaine
Jackie Farwell's article,
"Breaking the Sound Barrier," was—
very entertaining and caught my
interest. I'd almost feel empathy
for the columnist but reality sug-
gests that would possibly be an
unwise emotional investment.
It was very funny to read her
descriptions of the five foot
nobodies who are out of shape,
major-league wannabees brag-
ging that they were a knee injury
from going pro. This assumption
would be true if there was a
sports league for circus midgets.
I've seen nothing but unusually
short guys with bad hair and
worse skin waddling around
campus since I've been here. This
fact makes me feel a bit of sad-
ness for the female students —
but not much.
For the most part, the girls here
cause guys to behave this way.
The really bad wannabes are a
direct result of supply-side eco-
nomics meets Orono 04469. You
don't have to spend much time
walking around campus to realize
that a shockingly high percentage
of girls on campus actually seek
out and date these pizza-faced
megadorks that equate not bathing
and drinking their body weight in
See LETTERS page 9
Fall
reflections
Drugs and back fat
NATHAN
CUTTING
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
In the beginning of fall
semester, everyone is so friend-
ly, walking around, saying
"Hi." I guess everyone is trying
to find out from whom they can
buy drugs.
But hey, at least doing laun-
dry didn't get any more expen-
sive over the summer. I would
have to take out another student
loan just to have clean clothes.
For the current price of a load
of laundry, I should be able to
rent my own washer and dryer
for the year. I put on clean
clothes to feel clean. I don't
want to have my clothes run-
ning through the same water
people have cleaned their dirt-
ied sex clothes in. Thank god I
moved out of Gannett.
What about construction —
did Dubya mess up and bomb
the campus? Sure, I know that
inside the dorms might look
like a third world country, but
is that really a good enough
reason to blow these places up?
Why isn't there an on-cam-
pus redemption center? I bet
that bottle money is huge rev-
enue that the university keeps
or gives to somebody that prob-
ably does not even live in the
dorms. Even if everyone just
contributed 25 cents, that's mad
money every weekend,
Thursday, Monday and every
night that there is a hockey
game.
When did animal print cloth-
ing print get to be so damn
cool? I know it looks cool, but
animal print is still animal
print; possibly reminiscent of
wild animals and Gannett Hall.
One piece of zebra designed
underwear is fine, and leopard
print sheets are cool, too.
Matching underwear, socks and
whole jumpsuits? No. Did you
kill a cheetah?' Some even coor-
dinate their zebra belts to
match their leopard thongs that
are all twisted up over their
See FALL page 9
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Prejudice
pie out there who are bisexual.
Many gay people look down
on or pity these people, assuming
that they are gay men or women
who just haven't been able to fully,
admit it. Whether they realize it or
not, the gay community has begun
pressuring bisexuals to "pick a
side" or "just admit you're gay."
This doesn't work.
Bisexuality is real. It's not
the title people take because
they're horny and want both
sides, or are desperate and will
take anyone. It's the title people
take on because it is who they
are. Just as a homosexual man
may begin crying when he
finally is able to admit to those
he loves who he really is,
bisexuals may find themselves
in the same situation when they
Fall
back fat. Pretty soon people are
going to be buying the fake fur
rugs that get left out in the rain
outside the library. With all the
empties, dirt paths and animal
print, this place looks like the
UMaine trailer park.
I sure hope the University of
Maine did not hire the same
people to do the steps in front
of the library as the people who
redid the Memorial Union
steps. I bet it costs a lot of
money to do something 27
times. Hell, I bet the hockey
team could do a better job.
Is it just me or does every
person who drives a SUV tail-
gate like it's his job? There just
aren't enough people riding
around on crotch rockets with-
Letters
beer with "cool," but maybe that's
just indigenous to the area.
I am certainly not one to offer
theories on what is going on in
Orono. I am fortunate enough to
be from civilization — Brookline
— where people of normal height,
weight and cultural awareness
thrive. I'd wager $10 that if we did
a survey of the girls at the
University of Maine, less than 15
percent of them would actually
prefer a well-read, attractive, clean
guy over the three-toed sloths that
they walk around with right now.
This sociological experiment
would make for interesting read-
ing at the very least.
We should focus on the bigger
problems, like not allowing the
oxymoronic words "college" and
"republican" to exist on campus
fliers. To Ms. Farwell, you will
find the "stud" you are seeking
when the net you cast extends
beyond Orono.
Donald Edmond
Senior history major
*Poor Coke arguments
The old joke is: Never let the
facts get in the way of a good
story. In a letter to the editor,
Tiffany Warzecha falls into this
trap.
Indeed, Ms. Warzecha states
that Coke "has ... rammed to have
from page 8
first come to terms with who
they really are.
The saddest thing is that the
people who should understand
bisexuals struggle the most and
should be backing them up
have let their compassion slip
and begun making this experi-
ence a lot harder to endure.
Bisexuals need the support of
the gay community, yet the
constant pressure and disbelief
that this lifestyle actually exists
does nothing but cause bisexu-
als to have nowhere to turn.
The GLBT lifestyle is not an
easy one, but it's even harder if
those first two letters are the
ones making you question who
you really are.
Kyle Webster is a junior jour-
nalism major.
from page 8
out helmets either. I'll be hon-
est — I'm jealous. They get the
best parking spaces.
One day I'm going to tear
into the mall in my car and
park it right on the sidewalk.
Right on the steps of the
library. I bet those guys do not
even have parking passes. I
have never seen a bike with a
parking ticket. I have seen
naked chicks painted green rid-
ing bikes, but I have never seen
a motorcycle with a parking
ticket. They must be hockey
players. Ah yes, the fall semes-
ter, even with all the albino
back fat, makes me love sum-
mer a lot more.
Nathan Cutting will be a
great English teacher one day.
from page 8
had nine trade-unionists assassi-
nated, 16 workers imprisoned,
and hundreds of others tortured
and/or kidnapped in Columbia."
She makes the illogical jump to
every time University of Maine
students drink Coke, they indi-
rectly murder Colombian laborers.
As a former English teaching
assistant, I would hope that any
English 101 student would know
that facts, not rumor and specula-
tion, are the foundation upon
which a successful argument is
built.
I'm not defending Coke or any
other multinational corporations
that take advantage of their poor
workers. These practices are
abhorrent and all too often accept-
ed as "business as usual." But if
Ms. Warzecha had provided some
evidence to support her claims that
Coke's "death squads burn down
the union halls, kill union leaders
and force the members to resign,"
her argument would have held
water. If in fact this is true, surely
someone would have reported it.
The use of wild assertions is
not only a mainstay of a poorly
written argument, it is wholly irre-
sponsible. Let's face it, too many
people believe anything that is in
print simply because it is in print.
Derek Rice
UMaine Class of '96 & '99
My online revolution
FirstClass will be cleansed of her imperfections
FirstClass is a beast that few of
us will ever fully comprehend.
She's fast, efficient most of the time
and even gives us a small amount
of server space to post ... anything
really. The forums are laden with
strong opinions, information and
most of all, useless crap.
About one year ago, I created
my own little space devoted to
music and guitar equipment. My
superiority to you aside, I have yet
to comprehend why my folder has
received posts about rugby games,
Family & Friends Weekend and
even the occasional "Crap for
Sale." I don't want these useless
messages cluttering my already
somewhat pointless piece of
FirstClass, and I'm fairly sure that
the majority of subscribers to my
forum don't want them either.
I hate to sound selfish, and to
accomplish that feat, I need to strike
at the heart of this problem — the
Achilles Heel of posting on FC if
you will. I have seen a large growth
in the number of academic and non-
academic posts cluttering Hall
Folders — posts showing up where
they don't belong. I'm not talking
about that message from your
Resident Director that tells every-
one to stop slamming their doors.
I'm talking about people that
shouldn't be posting in certain areas
to begin with.
Not to exclude anyone but The
Maine Peace Action Committee is
MARSHALL
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guilty of this crime. I love their
work and hope that they only grow
stronger through the year. But, 1
want to know how living in Dorm
X relates in anyway to my desire to
become a part of their committee.
Another random example that I just
pulled off FC is "UMaine Club
Baseball." This post has nothing to
do with me living in a dorm on
campus. It does not build commu-
nity on the South Side of campus.
More importantly, it shouldn't be
there.
Then you've got the freaking
weirdos who are trying to sell their
cornputer mouse or fish tank and
find it necessary to forward the e-
mail to every dorm on campus. You
know what buddy, there's a place
for people like you: It's called the
"Wanted/For Sale" folder.
Then we fall upon the un-holiest
of holies: The Tutor Program's Tip
of the Week. They do good work
and I love to think that they are
helping some kids on this campus
pass their classes. Sadly enough
though, I really don't think anyone
is using these misdirected posts
alone to further their education. I
get tired of seeing them, just like I
get tired of seeing posts about the
LSATs or posts about rushing for, in
my case, a fraternity.
Can we get these people and
their organizations a folder of their
own? Oh wait, some of them
already have one but feel like the
rules of this world don't apply to
them. My tip of the week for these
organizations: If people are interest-
ed in your organization or club,
they'll seek you out. Don't shove it
down other people's throats.
I'm an organized guy. I thrive on
efficiency, and I strongly recom-
mend these mass e-mailers take a
look at each conferences purpose
before slapping it in the "To:" field
in their next email. Why not just
click "Unread" you ask? Because I
shouldn't have to ... because if peo-
ple would open their freaking eyes
and abide by the rules of the beauty
that is FC, we would all live a hap-
pier existence.
Poor FC, she is full of poor man-
ners, but I am leading an online rev-
olution that will cleanse her of all
the impurities. I am taking names
and will quite possibly be kicking
ass in the near future. More impor-
tantly, I'm drafting a mass e-mail
manifesto for each folder. Keep an
eye out for it.
Marshall Dury embraces the
enigma that is FirstClass and hopes
one day all inwni:ation.\.(IIII)N cold
FC users alike can live in harmony.
A time honored tradition
Let the bitching begin
What do we bitch about here
at the University of Maine? Of
course, there are the two peren-
nial favorites: parking and
housing. There's also the end-
less amounts of construction,
dining services, smokers on
campus, wishy-washy Internet
connections and overpriced
books at the bookstore, as well
as myriad other superficial
complaints. There is never a
shortage of bitching here at
UMaine.
I myself enjoy bitching as
much as the next person. But I
try to actually take a look at
some of the things with which
we have problems, and try to
analyze, connect and possibly
come up with solutions to the
problems. I'm not saying my
solutions would ever happen or
even work, but I like to think of
myself as a thoughtful person.
Fact number one: There is
not enough parking on this cam-
pus. Even though I understand
Parking Services rationale
behind overselling permits, the
fact remains that on a daily
basis the students, faculty and
staff get screwed over because
there just aren't enough places
to park. They're late to class,
they get a parking ticket, or they
get minor frostbite after walk-
ing from the Steam Plant lot to
lenness Hall. In fact, a rather
EMILY
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large parking lot was just
destroyed in order to make
room for yet another engineer-
ing building.
Fact number two: There are
not enough rooms on this cam-
pus to accommodate all the stu-
dem* that go here. Sure, the
housing that they actually pro-
vide is generally quite good —
Patch Hall is one of the nicest
dormitories I've ever been in —
but plain and simple, there's not
enough of it.
Fact number three: At noon
on any weekday it is virtually
impossible to spend less than 20
minutes getting and paying for
your food at the marketplace.
Why? There are only five regis-
ters,each staffed by an eternal-
ly cheery but undoubtedly
stressed dining services
employee to accommodate hun-
dreds and hundreds of students.
God bless each and every one of
those employees, but there are
only seven places at which to
actually get your food.
There is not enough room on
this campus for everyone who
goes here. The University of
Maine seems to think there is,
but there isn't. Much like the
proverbial ostrich, if they can't
see it happening, there's nothing
wrong. My solution? Build
another huge dorm, build anoth-
er huge parking lot and give us
more options for food other
than the commons. On the other
hand, stop over-enrolling stu-
dents, stop over-selling parking
permits, and stop trying to cram
everyone into one rather small
food court. It can be done. It's
entirely possible.
I'd rather see my money pay
for real amenities than some of
the bogus charges slapped onto
my bill every year. Everyone
would be happier.
This is a great school and
I'm very pleased with the edu-
cation. It just seems a little
strange that the most basic of
concerns go virtually unno-
ticed, while a white picket
fence with lots of pretty flow-
ers can be erected in just a few
days. I like flowers. I also like
having a place to park my
freakin' car.
Should these complaints be
heard, and should something
really be done about them, we'd
lose one of the treasured parts
of being a UMaine student: the
daily bitch-fest to which we've
all grown so accustomed.
Emily Burnham is a senior
English and philosophy major.
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WMEB rocks indie-style
By Derek Francis
Staff Writer
In an effort to promote
Maine's diverse, local rock
scene, the University of
Maine campus radio station.
WMEB, is holding its Indic
Rock Fest this Saturday night
at Wells Commons.
-1The Indie Fest] reflects
what WMEB is about: differ-
ent kinds of music, different
genres, different viewpoints
"The Indie Fest
reflects what
WMEB is about:
different kinds of
music, different
genres, different
viewpoints."
and something you wouldn't
hear on corporate radio," said
Emily Burnham, WMEB
music director.
Much like the station itself,
the Indie Fest will feature an
eclectic mix of bands includ-
ing a range of musical genres
such as power pop, garage
rock, a jam band and percus-
sion performance art.
A band that has been going
against the grain for a few
years now is the local group
Tomorrow's Retro Future.
Since October of 2000,
UMaine students Matt
Stanford and Nathan Oldham
have created a unique style
that is all their own, donning
the stage personas of Conrad
and John W. This Saturday,
TRF will be playing some
new material along with some
of their older songs - such as
"Sanitary World" - that their
fans will recognize. Another
highlight to their performance
will be the triumphant return
of TRF's "dancing skeleton,"
Adolph() Rollo, after being
absent for three shows.
Another local, Paul Bosse,
will be bringing what is prom-
ised to be a percussive per-
formance that UMaine stu-
dents have come to recognize
as his own unique sound.
"Paul's been a staple of the
Orono music scene for many
years now," Burnham said.
Coming all the way up
from Boston, the Slip is a jam
band that refuses to let them-
selves be donned a stereotype.
Their fusion of rock and jazz
create an experience that has
COURTESY PHOTOS •
VACATIONLANDMUSIC.COM
AND MUSICHALLSF.COM
Top: Vacationland is
one of many Maine
bands performing at
Wells Commons this
Saturday.
Right: The Slip, one of
the headliners of
WMEB's indie-fest this
Saturday in Wells
Commons.
carved themselves a niche all
their own. Also on the bill,
Portland's Spouse, a five-per-
son indie-pop band, and
Portland's Vactionland -
described as driving, melodic,
power-pop - will be sure to
offer a sound that concert-
See WMEB on pogo 13
Soon, you will have no 'Friends'
Popular NBC sitcom to end this season after 10 years
By AerIn Raymond
For The Maine Campus
This Thursday marks the
season premiere of NBC's 10th
and final season of the hit situ-
ation comedy, "Friends." With
an astounding 55 Emmy nomi-
nations since its season debut
in 1994, as well as four Golden
Globe nominations and four
People's Choice Awards,
"Friends" has been a true tele-
vision phenomenon.
According to an article in
USA Today, "Friends" is the
highest-rated TV sitcom for the
college female demographic.
"It's because every woman
at this age comes to college
hoping to make friends like
this. Friends you can just live
with and not worry about ten-
sion, and friends that, if you
want, you can have tension
with," Whitney Bushey, a first-
year undecided major, said.
The show is a comedic
approach to six friends: Ross,
Phoebe, Monica, Chandler,
Rachel and Joey, all living in
COURTESY PHOTO • PRIENDSONTV.CO.uK
I'M LONELY — College favorite "Friends" will end after 10
seasons this year.
New York City. The six spend
most of their time in Monica
and Chandler's apartment, as
well as the local coffee house,
Central Perk, where the plot of
the episode usually unfolds.
Created by the Emmy Award-
winning writing team of Marta
Kauffman and David Crane,
the show is a half-hour long
comedy dealing with exasper-
ating but hilarious situations.
And, of course, they all happen
to the same six characters -
poor guys.
To fill the "Friends" void,
creators have already put
together what TV Guide is call-
ing "the most significant TV
spin-off since Cheers begat
Frasier." Friends character
Joey Tribbiani - Matt LeBlanc
- will be the star of his own sit-
com coming September 2004,
aptly named "Joey." The show
will relocate Joey from
Manhattan to Hollywood to
further his search for stardom.
Will Joey survive without
the other five friends? Or will
it be cursed like other recent
spin-offs or new shows built
off hits, such as Seinfeld?
When Seinfeld finished, each
of the main characters, with the
exception of Jerry, were
offered their own shows. None
of them lasted. Let's hope that
doesn't spell disaster for
"Joey."
While LeBlanc continues
with TV, Jennifer Aniston, Lisa
Kudrow, and Matthew Perry
are more likely to stay away
from TV for at least a while, if
not forever. And 10 seasons
later, who could blame them.
David Schwimmer has been
rumored to be looking to
broaden his horizons in the
drama department, while
Courteney Cox-Arquette might
continue on in TV land.
Whether you're a fan of the
show or not, it is undeniable
that "Friends" is a part of TV
history and many a college
dorm room will be tuned to
NBC at 8 p.m. eastern each
Thursday night to watch the
final season.
SEX WITH JERSEY
The 's'
word
By
Rebecca
Bode
Staff
Columnist
Sex. There, I said it. Urn still
okay. Can you deal? Can you han-
dle the fact that I said that word in
public? Some Americans can't
seem to handle the topic of sex.
This phenomenon is really pretty
strange considering the statistics.
According to "Sex Around the
World," written by Dr. Sandy
Caron, who teaches CHF 351 :
Human Sexuality at the University
of Maine, the average American
first engages in sexual intercourse
around the ages of 16 and 17.
Furthermore, the Alan Guttmacher
Institute Web site reports that by
the time we reach the age of 19,
roughly 77 percent of women and
85 percent of men are sexually
active. Translation: the majority of
us here at UMaine are doing the
deed. My question to you then, is
this: if we are comfortable doing it,
then why aren't we comfortable
talking about it?
I didn't choose this topic to
write about so I would obtain the
highly respectable nickname of
"the sex girl," but instead because
I know that sex is on a lot of our
minds these days, thereby making
it a fun and important topic to
write about. I never expected it to
offend so many people.
Don't get me wrong, a lot of
people have responded with posi-
tive reinforcement - thanks for the
offers, but no, I won't sleep with
you - but to my surprise, many of
my peers have widened their eyes
in disbelief and shunned my col-
umn as if it covered such issues as
the joys of incest.
I will admit that I still have not
told my parents what I am writing
about, only that I write for the
newspaper. To be honest, sex is
just not something I like to discuss
with my parents. The question,
though, is why? Why has modern
society made it so taboo to discuss
such an everyday topic, well,
every day.
Beyond my parents' hearing
range, however, I will shout it
from the rooftops that I write a sex
column and that is NOT a bad
thing.
So what if I am comfortable
with my sexuality and can say the
word "sex" in public? In our par-
ents' generation, sex was not dis-
Soo SEX am pegs 12
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"Everything I say is ad lib, so
sometimes I really put my foot in
my mouth."
— Erik Schwab of The Green Bikes
BAND
spotlight
The Green Bikes bring mix
of punk, ska and humor
By Luke Krummell
Staff Writer
We've all seen the ownerless
green army that students simply
refer to as green bikes, but in the
last couple of years it's also
become possible to hear the
Green Bikes. During the fall of
2001, University of Maine stu-
dents Erik Schwab, Lee Hunter
and Norm Charest formed a punk
rock band and called themselves
the Green Bikes to pay homage
to the community cycles.
"We've talked to the owners
of the green bikes, and they
promised us that we [the Green
Bikes] could each have an actual
bike named after us. So who
wants to ride Erik?" vocalist and
lead guitarist Schwab asked the
crowd during the band's first
recorded show entitled "Live and
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RIDE US — Norm Charest, Eric Schwab and Lee Hunter make up the punk-ska trio the
Green Bikes.
Fully Clothed."
Having fun and letting every-
one know it are two goals the
Green Bikes set out with when
fitting a few pieces of the puzzle
together in the fall of 2000.
Schwab and Charest had both
with the Green Bikes'
Erik Schwab
The Maine Campus: What can we
expect from "The Green Bikes" this
year?
Erie Schwab: I'd like to play some
shows around campus, namely any Battle
of the Bands, or local shows. Anything
like that. A third Bumstock would be rad,
too. I'm also in the process of starting an
acoustic side project with my buddy
Dustin and his harmonica.
MC: So, who is the practical joker of
the group?
ES: That would be me. In my reper-
toire. I've streaked the mall on campus
and threatened to play Bumstock naked. I
also like to write crazy stuff for shows,
crediting Lee, though. He's the king of
had puns.
MC: What are your favorite venues to
perform at?
ES: Wells Commons would have to be
it. We've played there the most and feel
right at home there. Other than that,
Bumstock is the place to be.
MC: What was it like to play at
Bumstock, such a well known festival?
ES: Well, we got to open on Saturday,
and it wasn't the greatest of days to play
as it was cold and gray. Also, we had to
start playing before they even opened the
FILE PHOTO
LAUGH IT OFF — Norm Charest of The
Green Bikes performs at last year's
Bumstock.
gates. Other than that we had a swell time
and look forward to maybe playing again
this year. I managed to keep my clothes
on for the whole show, too.
MC: Bush or Dean in 2004?
ES: Dean, or anyone for that matter.
We need to get Bush the f*ck out of
office.
been living in Hart Hall when
incoming freshman Lee Hunter
hit the scene.
"Lee was proficient in the
milking of cows and drumming,"
said Schwab.
After a year of practicing their
individual crafts, the band offi-
cially formed in the fall of 2001.
Charest took on bass duty, while
Hunter replaced him behind the
drum kit. Schwab would become
the voice behind the band and
play guitar. The Green Bikes all
agreed on their name.
"We settled on the Green
Bikes to honor a UMaine project
that entailed the sharing of
hideously painted green bikes by
campus dwellers to get from here
to there," Schwab said.
With influences ranging from
Green Day to the Beatles to
Weezer, the band puts out a fun-
the crowd into our songs. I
have a habit of messing up
songs that I've written, too.
Awesome. But, I have fun on
stage."
The band doesn't forget about
their primary purpose on stage
— the music. They take their
music seriously and try to per-
form better each night.
"I'd rather focus on playing
good music than jumping around
like a maniac," Charest said. "It's
just awesome knowing that peo-
ple come out there to hear us
doing something we have fun
with."
The band has used the college
atmosphere as its ally to feed
.their musical monster.
"It's such a laid back atmos-
phere at UMaine that I think
we've had people come see us
that wouldn't normally," Schwab
"We've talked to the owners of the
green bikes, and they promised us
that we [the Green Bikes] could each
have an actual bike named after us.
So who wants to ride Erik?"
— Erik Schwab of The Green Bikes
loving sound. Careful to not
overwhelm the crowd with too
many heavy chords, the Green
Bikes serve up a punk sound
with a side dish of ska. Not a
"punk-pop" band, the Bikes
include • a cover of Enrique
Inglesias's "Hero" with a green
twist on their album "Live and
Fully Clothed." The rest of the
album is filled with Green Bike
originals, including "Nailing
Jell-O To The Wall."
On stage, the band has a feel-
good attitude that shows they
have nothing to lose.
"We try to have fun with
our live show," Schwab said.
"At least I do. Everything I
say is ad lib, so sometimes I
really put my foot in my
mouth. I've been known to
substitute names of girls in
said. "I've talked to a lot of kids
who aren't really into punk rock
that have enjoyed our shows. I
also use FirstClass for sending
big e-mails about our upcoming
gigs. UMaine has been good to
us, in my humble opinion."
"There's a lot of talent up
here, so it's motivation to keep
playing and get better," Charest
said.
So, next time it's raining and
you're late for class, hop on one
of those Green Bikes. They
serve as great wheels and greater
music. Besides, maybe you'll be
giving Erik a ride.
Green Bike music can be found
at www.mp3.com/the_green_bikes,
and for those who'd like to pur-
chase their album, "Live and Fully
Clothed," contact Erik Schwab via
First Class.
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CD REVIEWS
I sat in my dorm room lis-
tening to Mike Errico's new
CD "Skimming." This experi-
ence was rather... embarrass-
ing. I literally found myself
wanting to put a note on my
door saying. "I have to listen
to this for the paper, I
SWEAR."
This CD was, to put it as
gently as possible, complete
crap.
"Skimming" is described as
a folk album. I guess the defi-
nition of folk music is just get-
ting continuously looser.
• Nowadays, you can stick some
jazz, country and rock- influ-
enced artists in a room with
some guitars and call it all
folk. Call it what you want,
but what's on this CD is not
musically strong.
The lyrics have a decent
aim at something with a mes-
sage, but the communication
broke down somewhere for
me. "When I get out of jail/ I
want to take you to the fair/
Shoot water at the clowns/
And win you a life-sized polar
bear."
(know part of the beauty of
folk music is its simplicity, but
I think we all wrote something
Several highly talented
geniuses fall through the
cracks each year. One such
genius is the remarkable rap-
.. per, Brother Ali. Not having a
major record label, and not
wanting one, Brother Ali flies
completely under the radar —
he's not even listed on the all-
knowing www.allmusic.com.
He's a stealth bomber drop-
ping a missile of words.
Because Brother All doesn't
have a music video and not
many pictures of him exist,
you would never guess that
he's a white albino. Not many
successful rappers can fit into
that category. There are tons
of underground musicians and
rappers out there, and I would
put this guy at the top of that
list.
Listening to the album feels
like you just finished a huge
steak dinner. You're full and
satisfied with what you've just
been served. Ant, a rapper
from the group Atmospheres,
"Skimming"
Mike Errico
Velour Records
like that in our third grade
poetry classes, yes?
Errico has collaborated with
artists such as... Vitamin C?
Oh yeah, the "Graduation
Song- girl — again, with the
profound lyrics. He has cut
albums in the past, but Sept.
23 marked his first with Velour
Recordings. which started up
in 1999 and now boasts more
than 10 artists. Velour likes to
sign artists who are talented
enough to record without too
much of the "help" that is typ-
ical of today's music industry,
and who can give just as great
of a live performance. That's a
respectable goal. and I'll give
it to them that the album isn't
full of high-tech background
noise that takes away from the
artist, but there's really not
that much to take away from in
the first place.
It's the same chord progres-
sions over and over. I try to
find the positives in anything I
listen to, but man. I was trying
really hard to find the posi-
tives of "Skimming." I can't
speak for his live performanc-
es, but as for the CD — don't
waste your money.
— Gina Reppucci
"Shadows on the Sun"
Brother Ali
Rhymesayers
Entertainment
made the beat for this album
and showed up with an origi-
nal rookie performance that
will mesmerize and stir your
soul. Tracks on the album that
stand out as true gems include
"Champion," "Star Quality"
and "Prince Charming."
Having listened to countless
rap albums, I can see past the
gleam of MTV and the media.
As a DJ I also see which songs
are better left for top 40 radio
and which songs make the
party come alive. Brother Ali
has put together an extremely
intelligent album, taking the
art of storytelling rhymes from
artists such as Nas and beats
sounding similar to those of
Nappy Roots. Forget
Eminem's self-absorbed
rhymes which have a shelf life
of only a couple months. This
white rapper has analyzed the
game will undoubtedly jump
off the charts once he gets
more attention.
— Dave Blanchard
Acoustic stylings
CAMPUS PHOTO • MEGHAN LYNDE
AN INTOXICATING MELODY — Eric Frye, the lead singer of "Now Transmission," went
solo Tuesday night and brought some great sound to Union Central during Java Jive.
Don't run from sex
From SEX on page 10
cussed freely either. If someone
talked about it openly, he or she
was looked down upon. This is
most likely why most of us would
not feel comfortable partaking in a
conversation about sex with our
elders. However, today things
should be different.
According to Dr. Caron, our
society is "sex saturated, yet sex
silent." Sex is apparent in all
aspects of our life, from the media,
to the clothes that we wear, and
let's face it: sex sells. But for some
reason, we don't talk about it.
The fact is that sex education
plays a major role in one's comfort
with such issues, including sexual
health. If ignorant about the sub-
ject, superstition and rumors can
be a person's only source of infor-
mation. While I was in class the
other day, a girl actually said that
her birth control pill protected her
from STD's. Yeah, don't we wish
ladies? But seriously, how could
someone our age be so ignorant'?
The book "Sex Around the World"
also informs us that only 19 out of
the 50 states require sex education
in schools. Why is our government
promoting this ignorance?
As a result, compared to other
countries such as Canada,
Sweden, France, and Great
Britain, the United States has the
highest rates of teen pregnancies,
births, abortions and sexually
transmitted infections. The U.S.
gonorrhea rate remains the highest
of any industrialized country,
roughly 50 times higher than
Sweden and eight times higher
than Canada. Also, more than one
in five Americans - or 45 million
people - are currently infected
with genital herpes. Makes you
look at your neighbors differently,
doesn't it?
I'm not trying to scare the hell
out of you with these facts, but it's
important to stress that sex educa-
tion and sexual openness are bene-
ficial to society and can help keep
us safe. My suggestion is to free
ourselves from sexual restriction, -
no, I'm not suggesting that you
stop wearing underwear, although,
you should try that too, it's rather
liberating - stop being so uptight
about the subject, and start being
sexually healthy. While ignorance
may be bliss, trust me, knowledge
is much more orgasmic.
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Indie bands
rock at Wells
From WMEB on page 10
goers will enjoy.
Vacationland will likely be
playing tracks off their
upcoming album "All Around
You," which is being released
on North East Indic Records.
This album includes their hit
single, "Bloodflows" — heard
on WMEB as well as WCYY
— and also includes seven
other new tracks.
With such an array of
music acts, there is bound to
be something to satisfy all
tastes. WMEB doesn't plan
on making this a one-time
event. The UMaine radio sta-
tion plans on putting on two
shows a year from here on
out, pleasing the independent
rock fans in the area.
The WMEB Indie Fest will
be held at Wells Commons,
Saturday evening. Doors
open at 6:30 and the music
starts at 7. The event is free
for UMaine students and $5
for everyone else. Tickets are
available at the Bangor and
Waterville Bull Moose stores.
Also, for everyone 21 years of
age and older, there will be a
Cash Bar available.
If you can't make it to the
show, which is being made
possible in part by the
Program Fund and Student
Entertainment, You can hear
these bands daily on WMEB,
91.9 on your FM dial.
Talking about
condoms will
NOT hurt you.
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RAPTURE
BLACK REBEL MOTORCYCLE CLUB
RAVEONETTES
MY MORNING JACKET
ANDREW W.K.
RANCID
I S LOS LATION
1 6 GUIDED BY VOICES
1 7 LIFESAVAS
I 8 PEACHES
1 9 KILLING JOKE
2 0 THURSDAY
I LOS HALOS
MA ROBOT
FUS WAINWRIGHT
4 STEVE BURNS
2 8 BRASSY
2 9 HAMELL ON TRIAL
3 0 MOJAVE 3
All piercings are $8.00 including jewelry
Hospital grade sterilization
State licensed Et inspected
Single use needles is inks
35 years combined experience
Evergrowing line of jewelry it artwork
Expanded to accomodate our growing clientel
Specializing in custom ft portrait work
15% discount on tattoos with student ID
25 North Main St BREWER
989-2436
VES
7ATHOLICS
Echoes
Take Them On p n Your Own
Chtti*Vang Of Cove
It Stift Moves
The Witflf
Indestructible
Her Majest4The Decemberists
Quebec
Yoko .
9.0ce
Now Rømancc
Show Me YOor Tears
Phantom PONI
Permission 'I' nd
SOUNDTRACK
Earthquake Glue
Spirit In Stone
Fatherf*ekor
Killine Joke
War All The Time
Leoving VA
Imo Robot
Want One
Songs For Dustmites
ssy
Meant To Hurt You [EP)
Wise
Love
And Rafter
Use your Maine Card for on campus
deliveries, or bring it in for $2.00 off
our great dinner buffets.4
 
$2.00 discount not valid for lunch
buffets Cannot be combined
with any other discount
ORIENTAL JADE
Bangor Mall Blvd Next to Bangor Cinemas
www.orientaljade.com 947-6969
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DITHERED r_11V I TS by Stan Waling
A transmission from Nebuzar Sector Nine!!!
They want to know if we're satisfied
with our penis size.
by Sprengelmeyer & Davis
THOSE WIMPS
AT DOMINO'S WILL
PROBABLY USE THIS
AS AN EXCUSE NOT TO
DEUVER MY PIZZA.
WELL, / (SLEW IT MAIN.
JENNIE JUST WANTS
10 13E FRIENDS. NO, REALLY! I MEAN,
LIKE... R. WELL,
VIE'S 60T RED PtAirt.
AND WOURS IS BLACK.
BY BILLY O'KEEFE www.mainutcom
I wan) REM.LII. WEN DOES
THAT EVER WORK? AMI RI6HT1
NO, YOU'RE WRONG.
AND FURTHERMORE, YOU
SLICK Al LYING.
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPES
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Citrus fruits
6 Olympus queen
10 Lawsuit
14 Get out of bed
15 Wax-coated
cheese
16 Track shape
17 World's largest
inland body of
water
19 Short skirt
20 USNA grad.
21 Galahad's title
22 Emiliana's
mustache
24 "Men in Black"
star
28 Violin maker of
note
30 Lagerlof and
Diamond
31 Become aware
of
33 German chief
34 Lib. inventory
37 Very in Vichy
38 Mature
40 Belligerent god
41 For what
worth
42 Switch tail? 6 Ford and Fonda
43 Innate ability 7 Magazine VIPs
45 At a snail's pace 8 "Norma "
47 Achievements 9 Stupefaction
48 Part of a liner 10 Non mentis
52 One Kennedy 11 Of birds
53 Poetic pasture 12 Pierre's health
54 Ram's mate 13 Inventor Howe
57 Wield needles 18 Intention
58 No-obligation trial 23 Slightly open
62 In the past 25 Singer Redding
63 Egg on 26 Conductor
64 Nightstand Stokowski
pitchers
65 Peepers
66 German
industrial basin
67 Thick
DOWN
1 Decorative
border
2 Persian Gulf
country
3 Says wrong
4 Clairvoyant's
claim
5 Earthshaking
27 Dresden's river
28 Not in favor of
29 Walker or
Drucker
32 Incorrect
34 Gain an amount
equal to
investment
35 Daily Planet
reporter
36 Mach toppers
39 Davenport spot
40 Actor Guinness
42 Part of G.E.
44 Frightened in the
1 2 3 1 5 6 / 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
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Solution to Monday's puzzle
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Ozarks
45 Hits, Biblically
speaking
46 Barking dog
48 Black tea
49 Inclined to flow
50 In the cooler
51 Savings acct.
entry
55 Armed conflicts
56 Ultimatum ender
59 Shooters' grp.
60 Turkish title
61 Have debts
Sagittarius should
take romance slow
By Liz Jarrell
For The Maine Campus
Libra September 22 to October 22
With all of the recent boy/girl dilemmas that have come
about, don't let yourself get down. After all, it's their loss,
not yours. Focus on your friends and other social activities
to get your mind off of everything. Something will come
along when you least expect it.
Scorpio October 23 to November 21
You are faced with quite the decision this week. Two
people are interested in you.. .who do you choose'? Get to
know each other individually while being careful not to
lead the other one on.
Sagittarius November 22 to December 20
Someone new has just stepped into your life! You're
still in the beginning stages of getting to know this person,
but so far, things seem to be going well. Just take it slow
and be sure not to rush things.
Capricorn December 21 to January 19
Watch out for this new person who has stepped into your
life. Take things slowly and don't rush into things. Rumor
has it this person's motives my not be entirely pure...pro-
ceed with caution.
Aquarius January 20 to February 17
With the new semester underway, you find yourself
looking for a little bit of lovin.' Go ahead, ask that special
person you have been thinking about. Chances are you
won't regret it.
Pisces February 18 to March 19
Starting to question things with that certain someone?
Be completely sure of your feelings before you make any
hasty decisions. You definitely don't want to make any
moves that you might later regret.
Aries March 20 to April 19
Not ready to tie down? Go ahead and play the field—let
the extra surge of confidence you're feeling this week help
you get out and about and meet those special gents and
ladies.
Taurus April 20 to May 19
Got your eyes on a certain friend but too afraid to follow
your feelings? Rumor has it that this person might be see-
ing you in a different light as well. Don't be afraid to make
your move and allow a romance to blossom.
Gemini May 20 to June 20
Things are a little shaky with your special someone, but
don't let those get you down on the relationship. You have
something really special with this person, and he/she knows
it as well. Don't worry, things are already on their way to
getting better.
Cancer June 21 to July 2/
So many possibilities for romance, so little time! Can't
seem to make a decision? Have fun, cut loose, and don't
feel the need to get serious immediately. Allow yourself to
experience all that is coming your way.
Leo July 22 to August 22
Things are finally blossoming with that special someone,
and it's about time too! This new relationship is exactly
what you've been looking for. Feel confident in the way
things are headed—it looks to be a very promising future.
Virgo August 23 to September 21
Do you feel bad about how things turned out with that ex
someone? This week, but the pride aside, and don't be
afraid to call that person up. He or she will appreciate your
efforts to reconcile.
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Black Bears try out for the black and gold
From HOCKEY on page 20
and give you a shot. You just are try-
ing to work, show heart, grit, and
determination, which the Bruins
appreciate."
Walsh says that, despite strug-
gles, his pro experience has been fun
so far. "I've been in camp with and
met Mario Lemieux, Alexei
Kovalev, Joe Thornton and Sergei
Samsonov. You meet some of these
guys and you're in awe, even though
a bunch of them are younger than
you, just because you've seen them
so much."
Robert Liscak, a native of
Skalica, Slovakia, graduated from
the University of Maine this May,
and signed a two-year contract with
Boston. He played as a Black Bear
from 1999-2003 and had a very pro-
ductive senior year last season, net-
ting 12 goals, five of them game-
winners, and 12 assists for 34 points.
Liscak had a very productive
Bruins camp, catching the eye of
Bruins brass. He scored a goal in the
black and white intrasquad scrim-
mage on Sept. 16. His speed and
face-off strength, along with his abil-
ity to play at both ends of the ice,
kept him in camp through the first
round of cuts, but he was sent down
to Providence on Monday. He
arrived in Providence and was get-
ting settled on Tuesday, so he was
unable to speak with The Maine
Campus. Liscak is expected to be an
impact rookie in Providence and
may get a crack at the big club if
injuries hit Boston.
Peter Metcalf, a veteran of Maine
from 1998-2002, had a struggle in
his first pro season, which began
with the Providence Bruins, but
ended with the Atlantic City
Boardwalk Bullies of the ECHL, a
level below the AHL. At first, the
demotion was frustrating to the com-
petitive Metcalf, but in the end, he
said it was a God send.
"It was a great experience,"
Metcalf said, "and a tough challenge
for me. But, it helped mentally in the
pro game, and most importantly
gave me my confidence back."
Metcalf became an instrumental
piece of Atlantic City's run to the
Kelly Cup, the ECHL champi-
onship. Metcalf was also teammates
there with fellow pro rookie and
Maine product, goalie Man Yeats.
Metcalf said his struggles last
season were a part of his adjustment
to pro hockey.
"I struggled with what a lot of
college guys do. In college, we play
a lot of man coverage in the [defen-
sive] zone. In the pros, it's mostly
zone. I sometimes still keep finding
myself trying to play the man and
not the puck, but I've learned a lot."
The Pembroke, Mass. native has
a pretty straightforward goal this
season.
"I want to stay with the
Providence Bruins all year and have
a good, productive season," he said.
Metcalf was sent down with Walsh
as one of the first major rounds of
cuts from the big team. won't ask
to play in Boston this season. I'm
not ready, and the club has more
invested in other guys. They'll get
the shot first. I just want to get a
good solid AHL season under my
belt this year, and I'll go from there."
Metcalf, who will probably be
remembered best by Maine fans for
the fire and heart he showed as team
captain of the 2001-2002 national
runner-up team, says that has never
gone away as part of his game.
"I still need that emotion to play,"
he says. "Boston loves that kind of
player - the kind of player who will
give his all, drop on the ice to block
a shot.. someone who isn't afraid to
take a puck in the mouth or between
the eyes. That's the kind of player I
am, and 'the Bruins' know that."
This season could be a very
exciting one to watch for the Boston
Bruins, but it could end up having
some added excitement in Orono.
With so many fan favorites possibly
getting a shot at the big time on
FleetCenter ice in the near future, the
Bruins could become a team to
watch for Black Bear fans.
William and Mary cancels game
From FOOTBALL on page 20
home field, Zable Stadium, has electrical
power and no damage was done to the
field.
Coach Cosgrove approached his team
during Tuesday's practice and told them
the news. He said the team was sur-
prised because not playing a game
Saturday night was the furthest thing
from what the team expected. After
telling the players, he sent them home.
Although Cosgrove and his staff are
sensitive to the situation, they are trying
to get the game called as a forfeit on
William and Mary's part since they were
the ones that canceled on Maine.
Cosgrove said the team petitioned for
a forfeit because of the facts of the con-
tract and the tremendous efforts made by
the Maine athletic department to get the
game played.
A conference call, conducted by the
Atlantic-10 athletic directors, this morn-
ing will determine whether or not the
game will be classified as a forfeit or
not.
The team was given Wednesday off,
but will practice for Richmond Thursday
night as well as Saturday morning. After
that, the practice schedule will be back
to routine.
"The only thing we can do is use the
time we have now to get better," said
freshman punt returner Arel Gordon.
"Our team gets a jump on the next oppo-
nent, Richmond, so while this time hurts
in many ways. it helps us out as well."
The Black Bears will play in only one
game over the next three weekends.
After being off this coming weekend, the
team will head into Homecoming
Weekend for a 2 p.m. game on Oct. 4.
They have a bye the following week.
Hamel sets new soccer record
From HAMEL on page 20
resting in the bottom left corner of the goal,
Hamel had surpassed Christina Contardo for
the Maine scoring record. The goal not only
marked a historic honor for Hamel but also
served as Hamel's 50th point as a Black Bear.
The record-setting achievements of Hamel
were not the only headlines coming out of the
Black Bears locker room this week. In other
big news, tiae Black Bears saw one of their
star players dressed for a World Cup game on
Sept. 20. Linda Consolante, the Maine Junior
from Beaconsfield, Quebec, was sitting
among the best athletes in women's soccer as
she wore her country's colors when Canada
faced off against a talented German team.
Team Canada was able to go on the board first
after a quick goal four minutes into the game
but saw four unanswered goals by Germany
close out their hopes of winning their first
game of the tournament. Consolante,
bestowed with one of the greatest honors in
any soccer player's career, did not see any
time during the match. She had been called up
early on in September and was one of the last
players cut on Sept. 8 when the team was
finalized. However, on Sept. 17, she was
called back to fill a spot on the squad after an
injury left a position open. In 2002
Consolante was named America East
Defensive Player of the Year and was an inte-
gral part of Maine's success. Among her other
honors, Consolante was named to the All-
New England Team and is a two-time mem-
ber of the America East All-Conference First
Team.
Maine returns to action this Friday, Sept.
26 when they travel to New York to face Iona
College. Maine, currently ranked eighth in
the Adidas Northeast Regional Rankings,
hopes to continue its convincing streak of vic-
tory and its emergence as one of the powers
in New England Soccer.
• rib •
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WORK FOR PEACE!!! 2
work-study jobs open
in Peace Studies
Program. Call/email
Barb Blazej, 581-2625.
Legal services for
undergraduates. free
consultation. service of
student government.
M-W-F; lower level
Memorial Union.
581-1789. FC Theodore
Curtis or David Miller.
TRAVEL
#1 Spring Break
Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Best
Prices. Free Parties &
Meals!,
1-800-234-7007
www endlesssummertours corn
SELL SPRING BREAK
TRIPS, ALL THE FUN &
THE PROTECTION AMER-
CAN EXPRESS WORLD-
WIDE, GARUNTEED BEST
BUY, 1 FREE TRIP FOR
EVERY 10 PAID, OR
CASH STARTING WITH
FIRST BOOKING, MAKE
YOUR SPRING BREAK
EXXTREME!
EXXTREME VACATIONS,
INC.
1-800-336-2260
USA SPRING
BREAK .com
Cancun, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Jamaica &
More! Don't be fooled!
Spring Break 2004 with
STS. America's #1
Student Tour Operator.
Hiring campus reps.
Call for group dis-
counts. Info, reserva-
tions: 1-800-648-4849.
Spring Break '04 with
Maxim &
Studentcity.com. Free
trips. Cash and VIP sta-
tus as a campus rep.!
Book early for FREE
MEALS, FREE DRINKS &
150% lowest.
# 1 SPRING BREAK
operator! Check our
web-site for the best
deals.
www.vagabondtours.com
Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica & Florida
Group organizers
EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH....Call today!
866-273-2500
A "Reality" Spring
Break 2004. Only with
Sunsplash Tours.
Featured in the "Real
Cancun" Movie. Lowest
Prices Free Meals &
Parties before Nov. 6.
2 Free Trips for Groups.
www .s u n s pl a s h to u rs .com
1-800-426-7710
IIELP WANTED
UNIQUE PERSONAL
ASST. JOB Seeking help
with speechwriting,
getting ready for the
day, daily chores, driv-
ing, etc. $9/hr.
info@billpicard.com
Want to be a star?
Hollywood Production
Company seeking
videos for TV show.
Win $2500. For addi-
tional information
www.crazycol-
legepranks.com
CMUM wants people
with mediation train-
ing or interest
$20/mediation. Call x-
2639.
Bartender Trainees
needed. $250 a day
potential. local posi-
tions. 800-293-3985 x225
FOR SALE
92 Dodge Conver van
V8 eng. AT AC PN PL
PM 128K $2500
day 866-5059 eve 866-4683
Advertise in The
Maine Campus. Call
581-1273 between 8:30
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. to
place your classified
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By Kyle Smith
For The Maine Campus
As odd as his last name is,
Bill Mueller - pronounced
Miller - seems to make a
quirky MVP candidate. He is
virtually unknown to everyone
outside of New England, and
he is not a man to make note-
worthy quotes. His competi-
tion for the batting title,
including Ichiro Suzuki and
Derrick Jeter, receive much
more press. However, the Red
Sox would not be in line for
the wild card berth if he was
not in the lineup. With his hot
bat, solid fielding and quiet
leadership, Mueller should be. 
theAmerican League Most
Valuable Player.
The numbers could speak
for themselves. Leading the
league in batting average -
with Manny Ramirez a close
second - Mueller is the
toughest out in baseball.
Taking many walks and
destroying pitch counts, he is
an opponent's nightmare.
Mueller is enjoying a career
year in home runs, runs batted
in, and slugging percentage -
for a cheap price too, as his
salary is far below his compe-
tition for the batting title
including Derek Jeter and
Magglio Ordonez. Nothing
would make Boston fans hap-
pier than having their boy Bill
defeat the most hated Yankees,
first in the batting race and
then in the American League
Championship Series.
Bill Mueller's biggest asset is
his demeanor. With Manny's
selfish tendencies and the rest of
the team's jittery nerves, his
steady personality will be the lift
they need to get that ever elusive
title. His inexperience should not
be a problem either as he has
quickly adjusted to life under the
Boston media microscope during
his banner year. There is proba-
bly no one who manager Grady
Little would rather have at bat in
a close game than Mueller.
Just because Mueller
should win the MVP award
does not mean that he will.
The biggest obstacle to a vic-
tory is that he has at least four
teammates who could take the
votes too. Case in point, as
much as New Englanders hate
See SOX page 18
Softball splits on Sunday
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus
After an impressive start to
the fall season on Saturday, the
University of Maine softball
team showed that it still has
some kinks to work out during
its first game on Sunday.
"We came out flat and
played flat," said Coach Deb
Smith. "The players couldn't
snap out of it mentally...some-
times we have those days or
games."
Maine showed that there is
more to softball than muscle in
a 6-1 loss to Umass-Lowell. It
was evident from the beginning
that the mental aspect of the
game wasn't present and many
errors were the result. Maine's
bats were quiet as well, only
mustering one run in the last
inning of the game. Lowell
Pitcher Tabitha Hebert pitched
very well and kept Maine off
the base paths the majority of
the game. Lowell had a couple•
big innings and hit the ball at
will. Jenna Merchant and Alexis
Pullin pitched once again for
the Black Bears. But Merchant
and Pullin weren't "lights out"
like they were on Saturday.
And, like the pitching, the
cheers and excitement from
Saturday weren't there for
Maine on Sunday, which affect-
ed their game.
"Between games we had our
team meeting to get re-focused
and they had a chance to let
things go," said Smith, "It was-
n't so much what we did that
made the difference; it was
what they did to get themselves
to relax and quit playing
uptight."
Luckily for the Black Bears,
the team got a two-hour inter-
mission before playing their last
game of the weekend against St.
Joseph's College. Whatever
Coach Smith said during their
break was enough to bring back
the exuberant team that played
on Saturday. The result was a 9-
o win over St. Joseph's.
In game two the pitching and
fielding returned to form. Sarah
Bennis and Niki Taylor com-
bined forces for a well pitched
shutout. Sarah Bennis pitched
five innings of nearly hitless
ball. And the infield and out-
field put together flawless
defense. To start, Taylor strug-
gled to find the zone, but once
she did, she put together two
good innings and closed out the
game with a shutout. The bats
also came awake in the second
game for the Black Bears. The
top of the order was outstand-
ing. Jess Brady, Erin Provost
and Brittany Cheney led the
offense and the rest of the team
responded by scoring runs in
every inning. It was a very
impressive day at the plate with
eight different players scoring
runs.
Maine has two more week-
ends of "fall ball" coming up.
Next weekend at St. Joseph's
College in Standish, they will
play two games against St.
Joseph's, one against St.
Anselm, and one against the
University of Southern Maine.
The following weekend they
will play two games at the
University of Massachusetts in
Amherst, against Quinipiac
College and UMass.
EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart alk
Association Vir
... the original of Orono
University of Maine
CAMPUS
DELIVERY MENU
MEAL CARD PROGRAM MEMBER
Surcharge will be added when card is used.
A $2.00 additional charge will be added if a
second attempt is needed on your delivery.
866-2M
ii Mill Street • Orono, Maine
Prices and Menu to Change Without Notice
PAT'S FAMOUS PIZZA
Over 12 Million Served
9" 14"
Plain Cheese 4.50 8.00
Taco 7.75 14.25
(Taco Sauce, Onion, Green Peppers, Hamburg, Tomato, Taco Chips, Lettuce)
Combination 6.00 10.50
(Mushrooms, Pepperoni, Salami)
Loaded  8.75 16.75
Hawaiian 6.00 10.50
(Ham, Pineapple)
Greek 7.25 13.75
(Fria Cheese, Tomato, Ham, Glee,' Olives)
"Bert's Special" 6.75 12.75
(Feta, Tomatoes, Spinach)
Vegetable 7.25 13.75
(Black Olive, Mushroom, Green Pepper, Onion)
All Meat 7.75 1 4. 7 5
(Pepperoni, Hamburg, Sausage, tiam, Bacon)
Additional Items 75 1.25
Double Sauce (add) 1.25
Low Fat Cheese (add) 1.25
Double Cheese (add) 1.00 (add) 1.75
No Substitutions on Specials
ADDITIONAL ITEMS
Onions Green Peppt r Pineapple Meatball
Mushrooms Jalapeno Feta Ham
Tomato Spinach Pepperoni Hot Sausage
Garlic Double Cheese Hamburg Sweet Sausage
Broccoli Double Dough Salami Kielbasa
Black Olives Low Fat Cheese Bacon Anchovies
Zesty Olives Double Sauce Canadian Bacon Eggplant
Chicken Sun Dried Tomato Roasted Red Peppers Pine Nuts
CALZONES
Meat Calzone 
Veggie Calzone 
Combo Calzone 
APPETIZERS
6.1Y3
6.00
6.25
SALADS
Tossed Salad 
Chef Salad 
Greek Salad 
Caesar Salad 
Grilled Chicken 
3.00
4.00
4.50
4.50
(add)! .50
Small Law
Bread Sticks wicateso& 57111Cr . 2.00 3.50
Mozzarella Sticks wAirese& wee ................2.75
(ladle Bread  1.00 ..130
SUBS
Salami Italian 175
wicheese  150....2.00 Ham Italian 175
French Fries 2.00 Ham & Provolone 4.25
Spicy Waffle Fries  2.00 Roast Beef 4.50
Buffalo Wings wtbleu cheese 5.25 Hot Meatball &. Cheese 4.75
Zingers/Boneless Hot Wings .... 5.75 Hot Sausage & Cheese 4.75
Chicken Strip Dinner 6.00 B.L.T. 4.75
Tuna Salad 4.75
SPAGHETTI Steak & Cheese 5.00
Single Serving Bucket (2 meatballs) 4.75 Chicken Salad 4.25
I.
•••
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Black Bear volleyball in a slump
CAMPUS PHOTO • DENISE FARWELL
IN YOUR FACE - Brittany Howe drives the ball over the net during the volleyball game
against the University of Denver on Sept. 19. UMaine lost and dropped to 6-7.
Mueller deserves AL MVP award
Frost SOX on pap 17
the Yankees, they have to
respect their balance and
teamwork. Every player is as
equally important as the next
guy. So it is no wonder that
with such balance, many of
the Yankees have split the
vote and no Yankee has won
the MVP award during their
title reign. With teammates
like Nomar Garciaparra,
Manny Ramirez, David Ortiz
and Jason Varitek having
career seasons, Mueller will
have a hard time winning. It
will be an absolute shame if
Alex Rodriguez, who plays
for the perennially losing
Texas Rangers, is the winner
instead of a real winner like
Mueller. Hopefully, the voters
will prevent this injustice and
elect Bill Mueller as the first
Red Sox since Mo Vaughn in
1995 to win the AL MVP.
at the MCA
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An Evening of Comedy
With
Joan Rivers
"She is an inspiration, a phenom-
enon and above all; a whole lot of
fun" Jerry Seinfeld
Ms. Rivers is a successful comedienne,
best-selling author, Tony-nominated
actress, playwright, screenwriter,
motion picture director, lecturer,
television talk-show host and much
more.
Saturday, October 4 at 8:00 PM
$5.00 Student Rush Tickets Available Starting Today
By Wesley Weiner
For The Maine Campus
One week after losing all of
their games at the Portland
Invitational, the University of
Maine volleyball team wrapped
up the Maine Invitational with a
disheartening 0-3 record.
Friday afternoon, the Black
Bears were matched up against
the volleyball squad from Yale.
The match proved to be a tight
one, but the Yale Bulldogs
emerged victorious, three games
to two. Maine won the second
and third games, and up two
games to one, the Bulldogs won
30-28 in game four and 15-13 in
game five.
Sophomore Kaili Jordan led
the Black Bears with 23 kills and
18 digs - a season high. With 17
kills, 16 digs and 29 assists, jun-
ior Carmen Gabriel notched
another triple-double.
Sophomore Leah Guidinger
came in with 14 kills and 9 digs
as well.
In the nightcap, Maine played
the University of Denver in a
tough match, losing 3-1. The
Black Bears never seemed to be
able to get any momentum, los-
ing the first game 14-30 and the
second 22-30. Maine came back
in game three with a 30-24 win
and the match seemed to be
heading to a fifth game with the
Black Bears fighting hard in
game four. The Pioneers from
Denver ended the Maine come-
back with a 30-27 win in game
four.
Playing without Gabriel in the
setter position, four Black Bears
hit double figures in kills, led by
Guidinger's 14. First-year setter
Shelly Seipp got a season-high
50 assists in Gabriel's spot while
Jordan led Maine with 18 digs.
In their final game of the tour-
nament, the Black Bears were
pitted against the University of
Connecticut Huskies. Maine, in
a downward spiral all weekend,
lost the match in a shutout, three
games to zero. UConn came out
fighting in game one, taking the
Black Bears out of the game
early with 16 kills without an
attack error, winning 9-30.
Game two wasn't as lopsided,
but the Huskies remained stellar,
hitting 19 kills with only three
errors in the 30-23 win. Game
three brought more of an effort
by UMaine, but the Huskies
were too much for them. The
Black Bears fell to UConn 26-30
in the final game.
Jordan and senior Randi Olin
led UMaine in kills, notching 12
apiece. Seipp reached a game
high 39 assists in the match.
Jordan also led Maine in digs
with 12. Junior Brittany Howe
was the only Black Bear named
to the All-Tournament Team in
the middle blacker position.
Although their record doesn't
show it, the Black Bears play
much more than the score let on.
"We went into each of our games
with a kick butt attitude," Jordan
said. "The girls played with a lot
of intensity, but at the end of the
games we came up short."
"The teams we brought in this
past weekend were very good,"
coach Sue Medley said. "We
knew going in that the tourna-
ment would be very challenging,
and in that respect, our play met
my expectations." The Black
Bears seek to end their five-game
losing streak and get back into
the win column this weekend as
they head to Connecticut for the
University of Connecticut
Autumn Classic.
Practices must be structured
for success, as the team recuper-
ates for this weekend. "At the
end of the tournament," Howe
said, "we had a meeting and
made a list of things to work on
and to put more focus in prepara-
tion for the UConn Classic this
weekend."
Pre-School Story Hour
) at The University Bookstore
bookstore
Professors, Students and Guest Readers
10-11 am every Monday*
For more information call S81-1700
*excluding holidays & school breaks
MCA
A Member of the University of Maine System MANE
tral5 THE CNIVTITY Of
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Rugby teams bruised after opening losses
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
The University of Maine men's
rugby team fell to Bates on Saturday
16-0. Last season Maine beat Bates
easily, so the loss on Saturday was a
tough one to swallow tbr the team
and its fans. Bates played very tough
and proved to be too much for
Maine, who had to deal with sever-
al key injuries.
Three Black Bears left the game
with injuries. Dan Donohue and
Josh Deschenes left with minor
injuries while senior Matt Royer left
bleeding from the back of his head.
After the game, Royer was sent to
the hospital for stitches.
Maine coach Tom Gassaway
said the injured players were a big
loss. "We had a few key injuries that
hurt us in the second half, not so
much missing the position but miss-
ing the spirit of the players that went
out," he said.
Bates' lead at halftime was 6-0
on two field goals. They added a
five-point try in the second half and
the two-point conversion kick was
good. They lead 13-0 before hitting
another field goal late in the game to
take a 16-0 advantage. With one
more field goal the game ended 19-
0.
Coach Gassaway was disap-
pointed with the outcome of the
game but not with the way his team
played, "It was kind of unexpected, I
guess last year they beat Bates pretty
bad. We came out very strong, we
played strong, but misplayed a few
balls. Bates executed very well. I
think we got down on ourselves after
the game and never really recovered
CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
BLOOD BATH - The men's rugby team lost their home opener against Bates on Lengyl Field Saturday. The women's
team also lost to Plymouth State.
from it after that."
Injured senior back Donohue
was disheartened by the loss as well,
but felt his team still played well.
"We had a lot of little sloppy mis-
takes, dropped balls, that we have to
work on for the next week's game.
Other than that we played pretty
well. First game of the season it's
always tough to lose, you want to
come out winning."
Coach Gassaway looked at the
win as a learning experience.
"Maine played strong. They stuck in
it until the end. We'll learn from our
mistakes. We'll bounce back," he
said. —.
Next week the Black Bears will
play their second consecutive home
game when they face Bowdoin
Saturday, Sept. 27, at 1 p.m.
Following week two they play two
road games at Babson and at
Famiington before returning home
to wrap up the regular season against
Colby.
The Maine women's team had a
difficult time at Plymouth State on
Saturday. They lost in their season
opener to the Panthers 49-5. Their
lone try was scored by senior flanker
Rose Itzcovitz.
While Maine suffered such a big
loss, the players still felt they played
hard. "It's a new team but we just
have to learn how to play as a team,"
said sophomore hooker Mary
Medvar. 'There was a lot of effort
but it just didn't come out well."
Maine fell to 0-1 while Plymouth
State started off their season with the
win to go to 140.
The women will play their
home opener Saturday at 11 a.m.
on Lengyl field against Bates
College. In week one, Bates tied
the University of New Hampshire
in Lewiston. After the game on
Saturday, the women's team hosts
Colby before playing at UNH and
then returning home again for their
season finale against Bowdoin.
Field Hockey team splits a pair away from home
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
The University of Maine Field
Hockey team split a weekend
series in Maryland this weekend.
The team narrowly defeated
Georgetown 3-2 in overtime on
Saturday, and on Sunday lost a
close game to Towson 2-1.
Less than a week after their
impressive overtime win over
Qunnipiac University, the Black
Bears carried their overtime suc-
cess to Saturday's game at
Georgetown. Senior Karly Bundy
scored unassisted for her second
goal of the game 13:47 into the
overtime period to give her team its
fourth straight win.
Only 3:27 had gone by before
Maine had notched its first goal of
the game. Senior Rebecca
Ouellette assisted on the goal by
Bundy. Maine did not have the lead
for long when Georgetown's Beth
Gagnon scored on a pass from
teammate Lauren Galbally. Maine
scored again at 50:45 in the second
half on a goal by sophomore Kasey
Spencer. Kirsten Costa assisted on
the play. Their lead again was a
short lasting one when
Georgetown's Leeanne Rizzo
scored from Caroline Cole less
than a minute later to tie the game
at two for the Hoyas.
With the score tied at the end of
regulation, the Black Bears turned
to their veteran leader, and she
came through. The goal for Bundy
was her fourth of the season. It was
the second game in which Bundy
has scored two goals in the same
game.
The game was fairly evenly
played. Maine had the advantage in
shots 20-14, but nine of those shots
came in overtime. Defensively the
Black Bears did not.ablw a shot in
overtime. Goalkeeper Jaye Lance
continued with her stellar play,
although her defense did most of
the work by only forcing her to
make four saves. Georgetown had
a slight advantage in penalty cor-
ners 10-9.
While Maine improved its
record to 5-1 the Georgetown
Hoyas fell to 1-6 on their season.
The first two weeks of the season
Maine had been ranked among the
top 40 teams in the nation, accord-
ing to the National Field Hockey
Coaches Association Poll. They
had moved up to the number 29
spot after week two, but they suf-
fered a loss Sunday to Towson
University which dropped them
down.
In the loss Sunday at Towson,
Maine came up short by just one
goal. Julie Lambi scored early for
the Tigers. Maine scored a goal to
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TANGLED UP - UMaine forward Traci Rainone tangles with the Quinnipiac goalie during
their last home game on Sept. 14.
tie it up at 36:39 into the game
when Karly Bundy scored on a
penalty comer from Traci Rainone.
It was the fifth goal for Bundy on
the season. Towson regained the
lead with 40:24 gone when Ashley
Bacon scored for the Tigers. The '
game ended 2-1 in favor of
Towson, due in large part to the
play of Towson goalkeeper Loren
Wolfe who made 11 saves. Jaye
Lance had four saves for Maine.
Maine lead in penalty corners
15-10 and in shots 15-9 but had a
hard time getting in the net.
With the loss the Black Bears
fell to 5-2, while Towson improved
to 5-2. Maine remains highly
ranked and takes on Rhode Island
and Providence this weekend, and
neither team is nationally ranked.
Both games are on the road, as
Maine continues its long road
stretch. 411,
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Hurricane Isabel hits Morse field
Maine and William and Mary won't meet Saturday due to damage in Virginia
By ErInne Magee
Staff Writer
After last Saturday's loss to
the University of
Massachusetts, head coach Jack
Cosgrove pointed out how
every conference game was
important because it leads to all
of the good things that can hap-
pen to a football team.
Unfortunately, Maine won't get
the chance to play every team in
the conference during the regu-
lar season.
On Tuesday, William and
Mary College announced that it
would cancel this Saturday's
game with the University of
Maine due to damage and safe-
ty concerns caused by
Hurricane Isabel. William &
Mary's president, Tim Sullivan
said "Regrettably, to host a
football game or accommodate
a hastily arranged effort to
transport our football team to an
off-campus location is not a pri-
ority of equal urgency."
The University of Maine ath-
letic department gave William
and Mary several alternatives to
playing in Williamsburg, VA
this Saturday at 1 p.m.
"The University of Maine
has made every effort to assist
William and Mary with options
for playing this game including
alternate dates, an alternate site
in the state of Virginia that was
available, as well as offering to
pick up all costs for William
and Mary to travel to Orono to
play the game here this
Saturday and donating all game
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WEATHER REPORT BLUES - Christian Pereira takes a tackle in Saturday night's game against UMass at Morse Field.
This weekend's game at William and Mary has been cancelled due to the effects of Hurricane Isabel.
proceeds to a fund for hurricane
relief. William and Mary has
declined all of these offers,"
said UMaine athle,tic director
Patrick Nero in a Tuesday state-
ment.
"It comes as a shock," senior
Fredy Lazo said. "I can't
believe a team like William and
Mary would cancel after
accommodations made on our
part." Lazo explained how the
team wanted to play everyone,
especially if it comes down to
Maine winning the conference
championship.
"We don't want any set-
backs," Lazo said. "We don't
want someone to say but you
guys didn't play William and
Mary ' ."
Nero told the Bangor Daily
News that the school flew the
team to Boston last Thursday
for its Saturday game with
Northeastern, and has been
rescheduling other athletic
events to alternate sites this
week. Nero also said that the
football team has indeed been
practicing this week and its
See FOOTBALL page 16
Hamel sets new soccer record
By Matthew Conyers
Staff Writer
It was a day that the University of Maine
women's soccer team will never forget. On
Sunday Sept. 21, Maine senior Annie Hamel
made an historic run into the university
record books in a narrow 2-0 victory over the
University of Maryland-Baltimore County
Retrievers.
During the game, Hamel was able to
break the all-time University of Maine scor-
ing record when she tallied her fourth goal of
the season.
In a game that marked the beginning of
the America East regular season, the Black
Bears were able to snag their second consec-
utive victory after being shut out by Harvard
last Sunday for their first lost of the season.
With the win, Maine moved to 6-1 on the
season and 1-0 in America East play. As for
UMBC, the Retrievers fell to 0-4 on the sea-
son, and 0-2 in America East games.
After a scoreless first half that saw both
teams shoot a total of six shots, Maine was
able to strike first. Coming in the 66th minute
Maine recorded the first goal of the game off
a beautiful cross from Hamel. The goal came
after Hamel was able to break past the
Retriever defenders to set up a one on one sit-
uation with UMBC keeper Robin Barbaris.
With Barbaris leaving the net and charging
the play, Hamel was able to elude the goalie
and send a beautiful pass to Senior Kim
Walsh. Walsh was able to easily tap it in to
the back of the net to finish the play.
The Black Bears were able to take that
goal and run with it. For much of the second
half, Maine goalie Tanya Adorn° went untest-
ed en route to her second straight shutout of
the season. Adomo improved to an impres-
sive 6-1 on the season, while notching her
fourth overall shutout on the year.
Hamel's record-setting achievement did-
n't come until the waning seconds of the sec-
ond half. With time ticking away, Hamel was
able to break free once again on Barbaris,
who came out on the ball. Hamel in dramat-
ic fashion took the ball right at Barbaris until
the very last moment when she was able to
slide the ball past the keeper and watch as it
touched the back of the net. With the ball
See NAM page 16
Black Bears try out for Bruins
By Jeff Mannix
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine has developed
such a tradition in men's ice hockey that
National Hockey League scouts now attend
practically every single game the Black Bears
play. Many of the players who come here to
play hockey aspire to get to the greatest heights
in the game and play in the NHL, like Eric
Weinrich (Philadelphia Flyers), Keith Carney
(Anaheim Mighty Ducks), Paul Kariya
(Colorado Avalanche), and Mike Dunham
(New York Rangers), amongst others, who
have done so and become very successful.
Three such players carried that dream this
September when they stepped on the ice wear-
ing black and gold at the Ristuccia Arena in
Wilmington, Mass., at the Boston Bruins train-
ing camp.
Brendan Walsh, a 28 year-old, is in his
fourth season as a pro. He played at Maine for
two seasons from 1997-'99 after transferring
from Boston University, and was one of the
captains of the 1999 national championship
team. The Bruins are the fourth organization
of which Walsh has been a part in his career,
but the Dorchester. Mass. native couldn't be
happier.
"There would be nothing better than
pulling on a Boston jersey." said Walsh, by
phone from Providence Bruins camp. Walsh
signed a one-way American Hockey League
contract during the summer, and was sent
down as part of the first round of cuts from the
Bruins camp last Thursday.
"For a kid like me, growing up in Boston,
and watching the team, I can't think of any-
thing better than being a Boston Bruin."
Walsh, who has played for the Minnesota
Wild, Pittsburgh Penguins, and Florida
Panthers organizations, was a spark plug in the
Bruins camp this year, getting into a fight
almost daily. Perhaps his boldest move was
taking on the Bruins resident heavyweight, Pi.
Stock.
"I got a few shots in on him, he got a few
shots on me, we dusted each other off, and
moved on," Walsh said of the scrap. "PJ. is a
good guy. I got a chance to talk to him after.
He was where I was once, trying to get players,
coaches, and front office guys to notice you
See BMWS page 16
